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Energy pricing Policy 

Annex 1: Graphs and Tables of the main report . 

Al.l Graphs of the main report 

List of Figures 
Figure 2- 1 : Development of real prices of natural gas for industry, heating purposes 

Figure 2-2: Development of real prices of LFO for household, heating purposes 

Figure 2-3: Development of real prices of unleaded premium petrol for transport 
purposes 

Figure 3- 1 : The necessary level of energy taxation in two different policy approaches 

Figure 4- 1 : Excise dutiedenergy taxes for industry, HFO, heating purposes, 
latest data available 

Figure 4-2: Excise dutiedenergy taxes for households, electricity, latest data available 

Figure 4-3: Excise dutiedenergy taxes on motor fuels for transport purposes, unleaded 
premium petrol, latest data available 

Figure 4-4: VAT on domestic energy consumption, natural gas for heating purposes 

Figure 5-1 : Electricity Supply Costs for Households (3,000 kWyear, 6kW supply) 
in different EU Member States 

Figure 5-2: Natural Gas Supply Costs for Households (20,000 kWh/year) in different 
EU Member States 

Figure 5-3: An example for degressive electricity pricing 

Figure 5-4: An example for a time dependent electricity tariff 

Figure 5-5: Schematic load curves 

Figure 5-6: Comparing Energy Bills and Energy Prices: NEGAWatt or MEGAWatt? 
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Figure 2- 1 : Development of real prices of natural gas for industry, heating purposes 
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Figure 2-2: Development of real prices of LFO for household, heating purposes 
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Figure 2-3: Development of real prices of unleaded premium petrol for transport purposes 
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Figure 3- 1 : The necessary level of energy taxation in two different policy approaches 
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Figure 4- 1 : Excise dutieslenergy taxes for industry, HFO, heating purposes, latest data available 
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Figure 4-2: Excise dutiedenergy taxes for households, electricity, latest data available 
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Figure 4-3: Excise dutiedenergy taxes on motor fuels for transport purposes, unleaded premium petrol, 
latest data available 
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Figure 4-4: VAT on domestic energy consumption, natural gas for heating purposes 
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Figure 5-1: Electricity Supply Costs for Households (3,000 kWh/year, 6kW supply) in different EU Member 
States 
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Figure 5-2: Natural Gas Supply Costs for Households (20,000 kWyear) in different EU Member States 
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Figure 5-3: An example for degressive electricity pricing 
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Figure 5-4: An example for a time dependent electricity tariff 
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Figure 5-5: Schematic load curves 
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Figure 5-6: Comparing Energy Bills and Energy Prices: NEGAWatt or MEGAWatt? 
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A1.2 Tables of the main report 

List of Tables 

Table 4- 1 : Differences between total energy taxes and total prices of selected 
identical energy products in EU Member States 

Table 5- 1 : Share of renewable energy in the overall energy consumption in YO 

(Source: Eurostat) 

Table 5-2: Feed-in regulation for renewable energies in the EU: legal basis and 
principles of the practical performance 

Table 5-3: Amount of feed-in renumerations in the member countries of EU (national 
currencykWh) 

Table 4- 1 : Differences between total energy taxes and total prices of selected identical energy products in EU 
Member States 

Natural Gas, 10E7 kcal 
Households incl. 
VAT' 
LFO, Households 10001 
incl. VAT 

HFO, Industry t 

Automotive Diesel, 1 
Non-Commercial 

14.3/25 1.5 
(LuxembourglItaly) 

29.5/493.8 
(LuxembourgAtaly) 
7.W53.2 
(Netherlands/Austria) 
6.4145.2 
(Luxembourg, 
BelgidSweden) 
0.326/0.530 
(Greecemnited 
Kingdom) 

Source: Tables A 2-1 to A 2-10 and tables A 4-4 to A 4-20 

RateRotal 

~ 143/582 1814 
~ (FinlandBelgium) 

203/703 (United 1713 
Kingdodtaly) 
721250 (United 
KingdomIIreland) 
102/168 7A.5 
(AustridGreece) 

0.5 13/0.790 
(Greece/the 
Netherlands) 

1.6A.5 

No excise duties on natural gas for households are levied in France, Ireland, Luxembourg, the United Kingdom, Greece, and 

No excise duties on natural gas for industry are levied in Greece, Ireland, Luxembourg, Portugal, Spain, and the United 
Kingdom. 

Portugal. 
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Table 5- 1 : Share of renewable energy in the overall energy consumption in % (Source: Eurostat) 
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Table 5-2: Feed-in regulation for renewable energies in the EU: legal basis and principles of the practical 
performance 

Abbreviations: V. A. = voluntary agreement; rec. = recommer 
st. ren = standard renumeration 

3 years new facilities yes 
(vol. a.) 

10 years all RE Yes 

4 years (old) 
unlimited all RE Yes 

(new), 

(< 6,5 MW) 

10 years 

15 years new facilities 

8 years new facilities 

2 years new facilities 
(c 500 kW) 

10 years new facilities 
(wind) 

, 
~ Yes 
(only after 
permission) 
Yes 
(only AER) 

Yes 
(only after 
permission) 
Yes 

no, 
vol. a 

unlimited 1; RE 1 1:; 
15 years new facilities 
(NFFO-3) (since NFFO- (only NFFO) 
6-8 Years 

(> 0,5 MW) (limited) 

Source: Eurosolar, 1996 
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Table 5-3: Amount of feed-in renumerations in the member countries of EU (national CurrencykWh) 

Abrreviations: b.t. = be 

1,56 ATS 1,28 ATS 1,22 ATS 0,40 - 0,60 C& 1,15 ATS 
(b.t.) , (b.t.) (b.t.) ATS 

1,2 BEF + 1 BEF EB ca. 5,60 BEF 

0,17 DM 0,17 DM 0,15 DM 

0,41 DKR 0,58 DKR 0,41 DKR 

1 1 -  12 PTAs 12 PTAs 1 1  -12 PTAs 

0,26 FF 0,29 FF 0,40 FF 

14,2 - 22,46 DRs 

"T 0,12 - 0,15 0,19 DM (b.t. 

I 0,27 DM (a.t.) 
0,41 DKR I 0,35 DKR 

(b.t.) I 1,OO DKR 

"P- 1 1 - 12 PTAs 22,45 PTAs 
I 

0,30FF I 0,80FF  (average) 
23,40 Drs 

0.024 - 0.064 I R P  I 0.0825 IRF' 
(average: 0,04 W) I '  

271 - 377 I 184 - 233 I 271 - 377 I 144LIT I 230 LIT 
LIT I LIT I LIT I (< 3 MW) I 

274 LIT 
I I I (>3Mw) 1 

2.95 Flux + I 2.95 Flux + I 2.95 Flux I 2,95 Flux I 3,97 Flux 
1 ,O EB 1 ,O EB 

1,2 l 2,3 

ca. 12 - 13 
I ESC 

unknown I 0.35 SEK+ I unknown I unknown I 0.6 SEK 
0,09 EB 

unknown 0,lO FIM unknown unknown 0,39 FIM 
(at.) 

I . ,  
- 0,042 - 0,053 0,0865 f 0,045 f 0,27 f 

f 

-e taxes; a.t. = after taxes; RE = renewable energies; EB = environmes 

vol. a ,  
usually lower 

too low 

hydro power 
<5MW 

< 25 MW 

< 4,s MW 

restricted to 
small hydro 

nower 
onlv valid for 
 ER contracts 
only for new 
facilities RE 

only for small 
facilities 

(1  - 500 kW) 
> 500 kW 

vol. a., 
tax exemDtion 

tax exemption 

[ax exemption 

only valid for 
NFFO 

contracts 
bonus 

Source: Eurosolar, 1996 
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Annex 2.1: Energy end use prices and taxes in EU member States 
Notes on the following tables A 2- 1 to A 2- 10 - 

Tables A 2-1 to A 2-10 provide prices and taxes of 1996, if not stated otherwise (Source: 
OECD/IEA 1997a). Averaged exchange rates of 1996 are applied (Source: Deutsche 
Bundesbank 1997). Information on taxes not available in OECDDEA, but provided in other 
sources is noted in footnotes. However, this information is not considered in the table in order 
not to mix up data from different sources related to different periods of time. 

Excise duties are shown in ECU and in percent of ex-tax price. VAT is shown in ECU and as tax 
rate in percent. VAT is levied on the price including excise duties. VAT is generally not levied 
on industrial consumption and therefore not shown in tables on energy prices for industry. Total 
price is also shown per gigajoule (GJ) of energy content. 

The classification of the sectors ‘industry’ and ‘households’ follows the one given in OECDAEA 
1997a. However, OECDAEA 1997a does not provide continuosly homogenous criteria (like 
consumption amounts) as basis for this classification. Prices for industry and households are 
average prices, if not stated otherwise. They are either obtained fiom utilities as average revenue 
per unit delivered or from industry and households as average expenditure per unit purchased. 
Since data on taxes is averaged, nominal tax rates may differ. 

‘Min. tax, 1992’ stands for the nominal minimum tax rate according to Directive 92/82/EEC. 
‘Min. tax, 1996’ stands for the minimum tax rate from Directive 92/82/EEC, adjusted with the 
averaged inflation rate of EU-15 fiom 1992 to 1996. ‘Min. tax 1998’ and ‘Min. tax, 2000’ stand 
for the minimum tax rates according to the proposed Directive COM (97) 30 final in 1998 and 
2000 respectively. Figures underlayed show which countries would have to increase their 
national excise duties in order to‘meet the minimum tax rates of 1998 claimed by the proposed 
Directive COM (97) 30 final. 
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Table A 2- 1 : 1996 prices of electricity for industry 

EU Countries 

Austrialy2 
Belgium' 
Denmark 
Finland324 
France' 
Germany5 

Greece 
Ireland6 

Italy 
Luxembourg7 

Netherlands' 
Portugal 
Spain 
Sweden 
United Kingdom 
Min. tax, 1992 
Min. tax, 1996 
Min. tax, 1998 
Min. tax, 2000 

~ 

Clectricity for Industry 
)er MWh 
Ex-Tax-Price Excise Duty VAT 

ECU ECU % ECU 9 

49.51 8.0 

65,gl n. a. 
14,O 

n. a. 

0,O l 0-0 

51,O 
57,s 
48,7 
46,2 
60,7 
46,8 
52,4 
79,9 
n. a. 
56,3 
88,3 
62,l 
35,4 
52,2 

Total Price 
6 ECU ECUI 

GJ 
60,s 16,9 

14,2 
16,O 
1 3 3  
12,8 
16,9 
1390 
14,6 
222  
n. a. 
15,6 
24,5 
17,3 
9,s 

143  

v 

Source: OECDDEA 

' 1995 data, 1996 not available. 
* IEA does not consider electricity tax of 7,44 ECU/MWh introduced on 1.06.1996. 

Average of 1st quarter to 3rd quarter of 1996. 
IEA does not consider 1997 average electricity tax of 2,87 ECUMWh, introduced on 1.01.1997. 
1st quarter of 1996. 
Average of 1 st quarter to 2nd quarter of 1996. 
Data only available until 1989 

* IEA does not consider egulatory tax of 13,8 ECU/MWh on consumption between 0,8 and 50 MWh per year, 
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Table A 2-2: 1996 prices of natural gas for industry, heating purposes 

Austria'.' 
Belgium 
Denmark3 
Finland 
France4 

Germany' 
Greece 
Ireland' 

Luxembourg 
Netherlands 

1taiYs 

Portugal6 
Spain 
Sweden7 

United Kingdom 
Min. tax, 1992 
Min. tax, 1996 
Min. tax,  1998 
Min. tax,  2000 

Vatural Gas for 
hdustry 
)er 10E7 kcal GCV (Gross Calorific Value) 
Ex-Tax-Price Excise Duty VAT 

ECU ECU % ECU o/; 

n. a.1 n. a. n. a.1 

16,4 ":i 
n. ad n. a. n. a.1 

L 

6 1  Total Price 
GJ 

146 3,49 
105 2,50 

n. a. n. a. 
117 2,80 
128 3,05 
155 3,71 

n. a. n. a. 
250 5,98 
153 3,64 

n. a. n. a. 
112 2,68 

n. a. n. a. 
133 3,18 
n. a. n. a. 

72 1,73 

Source: OECD/IEA 

' 1995 data, 1996 not available. 
IEA does not consider tax on natural gas of 53,2 ECU/lOE7 kcal, introduced on 1.06.1996. 
E A  does not consider tax on natural gas of 32,7 ECU/lOE7 kcal, refunds up to 97% possible. 
IEA does not consider tax on natural gas o f  13,36 ECU/lOE7 kcal for consumption of  more than 430 10E7 kcal. 
Average of 1st quarter to 3rd quarter of 1996. 
No consumption. 

' IEA does not consider tax on natural gas of 50,82 ECUIlOE7 kcal. 
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Table A 2-3: 1996 prices of heavy fuel oil (HFO) for industry, heating purposes 

EU Countries 

Austria3 
Belgium- 
Denmark 
Finland 
France4 

Germany 
~reece' 
Ireland617 
I d Y  
Luxembourg 
Netherlands' 
portugalg 
Spain10 

~Sweden'' 
'United Kingdom 
Min. tax, 1992 
Min. tax, 1996 
Min. tax, 1998 
Min. tax, 2000 

Ieavy Fuel Oil (HFO) for Industry'*2 
,er 1000 kg 
Ex-Tax-Price I Excise Dutv I VAT 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

IO 

11 

ECU( ECU '%{ ECU 9 

103, 
104, 
130. 

13,O 
14,6 

Source: OECDAEA 

Delivery less than 24000 tonnes per year. 
HFO with more than 1% sulphur content (HFO S). 
1995 data, 1996 not available. 
HFO with 34% sulphur content, tax on HFO with 1% sulphur content is 24,2 ECU/10001. 
HFO with 4% sulphur content. 
Average of 1st quarter to 3rd quarter of 1996. 
HFO with 1-3,5% sulphur content. 
HFO with less than 2% sulphur content. 
HFO with 33% sulphur content. 
HFO with max. 33% sulphur content. 
HFO with 0,5-0,6% sulphur content. 

Total Price 
ECU ECU/ 

GJ 
102 2,54 
110 2,69 
139 3,41 
166 4,13 
135 3,31 
119 2,91 
168 4,17 
143 339 
147 3,58 
120 2,98 
149 3,64 
142 334 
153 3,90 
163 4,06 
120 2,92 
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Table A 2-4: 1996 prices of steam coal for industry, heating purposes 

~~ ~~~ 

EU Countries 

Austria’ 
Belgium 
Denmark2 

Finland3 

France 
Germany475 
Greece 
Ireland 

Luxembourg 
Netherlands6 

Portugal 
Spain 
Sweden7 

United Kingdom 
Min. tax, 1992 
IMin. tax, 1996 
IMin. tax, 1998 
IMin. tax, 2000 

1tdY3 

iteam Coal for Industry 
)er GJ 
Ex-Tax-Price I Excise Dutv I VAT ~~ ~ 

ECd ECU ?4 ECU % 

n.a. ;q 0,65 
n. a. 
35,2 

196 0,76 45,3 

n. a. 
n. a. n. a. 

n. a. 

n. a. n. a. 
n. a. n. a. 
n. a. n. a. 
n. a. n. a. 
n. a. 

0,o 
090 

n. a. 
n. a. 
090 

n. a. 
n. a. 
n. a. 
n. a. 
n. a. 

2,18 
n. a. 
2,49 
2,42 
3,39 
5,28 
n. a. 
n. a. 
1,32 
n. a. 
n. a. 
n. a. 
n. a. 
n. a. 
1,71 

Total Price 
i ECU ECU/ 

GJ 
2,18 
n. a. 
2949 
2,42 
3,39 
5,28 
n. a. 
n. a. 
1,32 
n. a. 
n. a. 
n. a. 
n. a. 
n. a. 
1,71 

Source: OECD/IEA 

’ 1995 data, 1996 not available. 
Average of 1st quarter to 3rd quarter of 1996. 
Average of 1st quarter to 2nd quarter of 1996. 
1994 data, 1995/96 not available. 
The price shown by IEA is actually not correct, since only a certain quota of coal is traded at this price. Coal is also traded 
at a price similar to the world market price (i.e. approximately 1 S-2.0 ECU/GJ) 
IEA does not consider fuel tax of O,37 ECUIGJ. 

’ IEA does not consider carbon tax of 1,74 ECU/GJ (as of 1 .O 1.1997). 
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Table A 2-5: 1996 prices of electricity for households 

Uectricity for Households 
ter MWh 

EU Countries 

Austria’” 
Belgium3 
Denmark 
Finland4 

France3 

Germany’ 
Greece 
Ireland6 

Luxembourg 
Netherlands7 

Italy 

Portugal 
Spain 
Sweden 
United Kingdom 
Min. tax, 1992 
Min. tax, 1996 
Min. tax, 1998 
Min. tax, 2000 

Source: OECDAEA 

Ex-Tax-Price Excise Duty VAT Total Price 
ECU ECU Yo ECU Yo ECU ECUl 

’ 1994 data, 1995196 not available. 
IEA does not consider electricity tax of 7,44 ECUMWh, introduced on 1.06.1996. 
1995 data, 1996 not available. 
IEA does not consider 1997 average electricity tax of $32 ECUMWh, introduced on 1.01.1997. 
1st quarter of 1996. 
Average of 1 st quarter to 2nd quarter of 1996. 

’ IEA probably does not consider egulatory tax of 13,8 ECUlMWh on consumption between 0,8 and 50 h4Wh per year. 
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Table A 2-6: 1996 prices of natural gas for households, heating purposes 

EU Countries 

Austria’ 
Belgium 
Denmark 
Finland 
France 
Germany2 

Greece 
Ireland 

Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
Portugal 
Spain 
Sweden3 

United Kingdom‘ 
Min. tax, 1992 
Min. tax,  1996 
Min. tax, 1998 
Min. tax,  2000 

Italy2 

Vatural Gas for Households 
,er 10E7 kcal GCV (Gross Calorific Value) 
Ex-Tax-Price I Excise Duty I VAT I Total Price 

63,5 
1 16,5 
25,8 
63,3 
46,7 
n.a. 

41,4 
89,3 
14,3 
42,7 
n.a. 

66,7 
n.a. 
19,o 

Source: OECD/IEA 

IEA does not consider tax of 53,2 ECU/lOE7 kcal, introduced on 1.06.1996. 
1995 data, 1996 not available. 
IEA does not consider excise tax of 127,97 ECUIIOE7 kcal. 
Average of 1 st quarter to 3rd quarter of 1996. 
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Table A 2-7: 1996 prices of light fuel oil (LFO) for households, heating purposes 

EU Countries 

Austria 
Belgium 
Denmark 
Finland 
France 
Germany 
Greece 
Ireland2 

Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
Portugal 
Spain 
Sweden 
United Kingdom 
Min. tax, 1992 
Min. tax, 1996 
Min. tax, 1998 
Min. tax, 2000 

Italy 

Aght Fuel Oil (LFO) for Households' 
)er 1000 litres 
Ex-Tax-Price Total Price VAT Excise Duty 

ECU 

356 9,79 59,4 20,O 77,9 35,6 21 8,9 
GJ 

ECU ECU/ ECU % ECU 'Yo 

169,5 
224,7 

35,l 
77,6 
41,9 

51,7 

196,3 
174,l 
2 17,6 

159,3 
196,s 198,7 
78,4 165,5 

308,l 

8,3 
106,4 
18,6 
38,3 
23,5 

131,l 
2270 

182,6 
2,7 

46,2 
141,6 
4734 
99,l 

38,5 21,o 

338 57,7 20,6 
273 49,2 22,O 
580 1 16,O 25,O 
222 

494 98,9 25,O 
283 39,O 16,O 
552 26,3 5,O 
299 44,6 17,5 
226 24,2 12,O 
703 1 12,2 19,0 
323 35,9 12,5 
453 69,O 18,O 
253 33,O 15,O 

6,16 
15,88 
7949 
9,5 1 
6,98 

12,58 
9,05 

19,s 1 
6,26 
8,42 

15,07 
7364 

13,50 

Source: OECDAEA 

Average prices for 2000-5000 litres per transaction. 
* Average of 1 st quarter to 3rd quarter of 1996. 
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Table A 2-8: 1996 prices of unleaded premium petrol, transport purposes 

EU Countries 

Austria 
Belgium 
Denmark' 
Finland 
France 
Germany 
Greece 
Ireland2 

'p2embourg 
,Netherlands 
~Pomlgal 
g spa in 
,Sweden 
iUnited Kingdom 
'Min. tax, 1992 
Min. tax, 1996 
Min. tax, 1998 
Min. tax,  2000 

'remium Petrol (95 RON), unleaded 
)er litre 
Ex-Tax-Price Total Price VAT Excise Duty 

ECU ECU ECU/ ECU % ECU 'Yo 

GJ 
0,284 0,851 24,3 0,142 20,O 0,425 149 
0,239 0,484 
0,249 0,444 

0,231 

0,537 
0,187 0,574 
0,223 0,5 13 

203 0,152 
178 0,173 
230 0,169 
307 0,157 
230 0,110 
165 0,102 
145 0,128 
212 0,146 
153 0,071 
208 0,138 
198 0,117 
164 0,095 
204 0,184 
254 0,103 

Source: OECD/IEA 

92 RON, 95 RON data not available. 
Average of 1st quarter to 3rd quarter of 1996. 
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Table A 2-9: 1996 prices of automotive diesel, non-nommercial, transport purposes 

EU Countries 

Austria 
Belgium 
Denmark 
Finland' 
France 
Germany 
Greece 
Ireland2 

Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
Portugal 
Spain 
Sweden 
United Kingdom 

Italy 

Min. tax, 1992 
Min. tax, 1996 
Min. tax, 1998 
Min. tax, 2000 

htomotive Diesel for non-commercial use 
)er litre 
Ex-Tax-Price Excise Duty VAT Total Price 

ECU ECU % ECU % ECU ECU/ 

Source: OECDDEA 

Prices and tax for sulphur free quality. 
Average of 1st quarter to 2nd quarter of 1996. 
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Table A 2- 10: 1996 prices of automotive diesel, commercial, transport purposes 

EU Countries 

Austria 
Belgium 
Denmark 
Finland 
France 
Germany 
Greece 
Ireland2 

Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
Portugal 
Spain 
Sweden 
United Kingdom 
Min. tax, 1992 
Min. tax, 1996 
Min. tax, 1998 
Min. tax, 2000 

Italy 

iutomotive Diesel for commercial use 
,er litre 
Ex-Tax-Price I Excise Duty I VAT 

181 
142 
133 
109 
164 
118 
92 

142 
124 
95 

236 
0,245 
0,276 

Source: OECDEA 

Total Price 
ECU ECU/ 

GJ 
0,569 16,3 
0,549 15,7 
0,476 13,6 
0,527 15,l 
0,547 15,7 
0,554 15,9 
0,435 12,5 
0,596 17,l 
0,614 17,6 
0,479 13,7 
0,672 19,2 
0,526 15,O 
0,485 13,9 
0,624 17,9 
0,603 17,3 

' Prices and tax for sulphur free quality. 
Average of 1st quarter to 2nd quarter of 1996. 
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Figure A 2-1 : Development of real prices of natural gas for industry, heating purposes, detailed 
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Figure A 2-2: Development of real prices of LFO for households, heating purposes, detailed 
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Figure A 2-3: Development of real prices of unleaded premium petrol for transport purposes, detailed 
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Annex 2.2: Existing Energy Scenarios for Europe 
Studies on the energy future for Europe are regularly edited by the Commission of the European 
Community and the International Energy Agency. Apart from this, some other institutions and 
energy companies are working on that field. Starting point for an assessment of the energy future 
are the assumptions for the development of population, economy, and fossil fuels prices. 
Although these assumptions are quite similar for the different studies, the results show a great 
divergence in future energy demand, in the contribution of renewable energy sources and nuclear 
energy, and therefore in C02 emissions as well. 

The studies are mostly expecting a moderate growth for energy prices and the Gross Domestic 
Product, while the increase of population is supposed to be weak. For the countries of Eastern 
Europe the uncertainty for a forecast of these figures is much bigger since structures are 
changing and fuel prices are still partly controlled. 

Reference scenarios/business as usual scenarios: 
In a recent study the Directorate General for Energy DGXVII of the European Commission 
(CEC 1992) calculates a growth of primary energy demand by 19% from the year 1990 to 
2005 for the EU-12 countries; C02 emissions rise by 15%. For the EFTA countries the 
figures are 1 1% and 17%, and for Eastern Europe 13% and 4% were found. More recently, 
results for EU-15 have been presented to DGXVII for different scenarios up to the year 
2020. They predict an increase of 24 % in energy consumption and 14 % in C02 emissions in 
the "Conventional Wisdom" scenario (Capros et al. 1995). 
The International Energy Agency, an institution supported by the OECD, gives the following 
prospects as a reference scenario (IEA 1996): From 1993 to 201 0, primary energy demand 
will rise by 24% in Western Europe and by 25% in the entire OECD. The growth of C02 
emissions reaches 20% and 25% respectively. The results for Central and Eastern Europe 
and the countries of the Former Sowiet Union are an increase of energy demand by only 7% 
and of CO2 emissions by 14%. For this area, the IEA expects a stronger economic growth 
after the year 2000. 
The report "Energy for Tomorrow's World" worked out by the World Energy Council (WEC 
1993) differentiates between several world regions. The analysis refers to the period from 
1990 to 2020. For Western Europe, the WEC finds an increase of primary energy demand by 
18% connected with a growth of CO2 emissions by 6%. For Central and Eastern Europe, the 
WEC expects a decline of 9% in C02 emissions and a growth of primary energy demand by 
9%. 
In the report "Global Energy Perspectives to 2050 and Beyond" (WEC 1995) the World 
Energy Council describes scenarios for three world regions. Accordingly the primary energy 
demand of the OECD countries will rise by 24% and the CO2 emissions by 18 %. In the 
Reforming Economies there would be a stagnation of the primary energy demand until the 
year 2020 and a decrease of the C02 emissions by 21%. 

Alternative scenarios are also presented in the studies cited above: 

In addition to the reference case, the DGXVII study presents a scenario assuming 
implementation of a moderate energy/C02 tax. This scenario shows no substantial change of 
the energy future outlined in the reference case. The influence of a moderate energy/C02 tax 
(corresponding to a total of lO$/bbl) on the growing energy demand is supposed to be small 
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because the impact on prices for electricity and automotive fuels, which represent the sectors 
with the strongest growth, is only weak. 
In an Efficiency Scenario ("Energy Savings"), that represents enhanced efforts for energy 
efficiency, the IEA's analysis finds that the increase of C02 emissions in the OECD is 
damped to 6%, while primary energy demand rises by 1 1%. In this scenario the' high 
,efficiency of the energy system is not due to an inrease of energy prices. 
The 1995 'S Cl scenario of the WEC incorporates policies to reduce carbon emissions in 
2100 to 2 Gt per year. One option is a carbon tax that gradually inreases to US$400 per t C 
in 21 00. Until the year 2020 this should lead to a decline of primary energy demand by 12% 
and of CO2 emissions by 29% in the OECD countries related to the year 1990. 

All scenarios presented above do not reach the IPCC's recommendations of a 20 % reduction in 
CO2 emissions between 1988 and 2005 (IPCC 1990,1993). Energy efficiency gains are 
compensated by an increasing demand for energy services; especially the transportation sector 
and the electricity demand are supposed to have high growth rates. A shift from coal and oil to 
gas in the relative fuel share works as a fast but limited means to reduce C02 emissions. 
Furthermore, the consumption of non-renewable resources is accelerated and the risks connected 
with the use of nuclear power are not abandoned. 

In contrast to these scenario results, there is the knowledge of large technical and economic 
potentials for energy efficiency improvements and renewable energy sources. The realisation of 
these environmentally friendly resources requires a new framework giving advantage to 
efficiency improvements and renewables. Today, a large percentage of profitable potentials are 
hindered by sector-specific and institutional barriers. 

Studies that investigate which energy future could be reached using these potentials cannot rely 
only on a macro-economic approach, i. e. analysing and assuming trends for a few indicators. 
Rather they take the energy service, which is the purpose of the whole energy system, as a 
starting point. They then analyse the present situation and the technical and economic potential 
for providing the same amount of energy services with less fuel and electricity consumption, and 
with more renewables and cogeneration in the production of end-use energy. Finally they 
consider the real market conditions and instruments to overcome barriers for the implementation 
of efficiency gains and renewable energy sources. The studies presented below give a more 
detailed description of this method. 

Since a huge amount of data has to be collected for such an analysis, and not all the necessary 
information is available, up to now only a few studies referring more than one European country 
exist. Some of these are presented here: 

a The IPSEP study (International Project for Sustainable Energy Paths, IPSEP 1993) 
demonstrates for the five countries, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands and the United 
Kingdom, that within a Least-Cost strategy it is possible to save about 45 to 70 billion ECU 
per year (in real terms, base-year 1990 ) in the year 2020 compared to a business-as-usual 
projection taken from a study of the Commission of the European Communities. This Least- 
Cost scenario leads to a decline of approximately 40% in primary energy demand and CO2 
emissions in the year 2020. The approach minimises the macro-economic costs of the energy 
system by an integrative "competition" between supply-side and demand-side resources. The 
results are based on a comprehensive cost analysis. A second scenario, the Minimum Risk 
scenario, fulfils the IPCC's recommendations and phases out nuclear power without being 
more expensive than the reference case. 
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Nsrghd and Viegand (1992) from the Technical University of Denmark in Lyngby found 
that a realisation of all economic and "nearly economic'' efficiency,potentials on the demand- 
side of the Western European electricity sector would result in electricity demand in the year 
2010 being half of the 1988 level. But they also point out that electricity demand will start to 
increase again if growth of the demand for electricity-related energy services per capita has 
not come to zero in the time after the year 201 0. According to their assessment, if, on the 
other hand, electricity demand saturated, it could be completely met by renewable energy 
sources in a longer term perspective. 
In the study "Towards a Fossil Free Energy Future", the Stockholm Environment Institute 
analysed for Greenpeace (Greenpeace 1993) a strategy (herafter referred to as FFES) to 
phase out fossil fuels until the end of the next century, and nuclear power until the year 20 10. 
The strategy is in line with IPCC's reduction goals, thus in Western Europe the CO2 emissi- 
ons of the year 2050 are limited to a quarter of the 1988 levels. The Stockholm Environment 
Institute judges the strategy to be feasible and perhaps even net economically beneficial. 

In the FFES, primary energy consumption per capita declines from about 140 GJ/a in the year 
1988 to about 120 GJ/a in the year 2010. Fossil primary energy consumption per capita lowers 
from 103 GJ/a to about 79 GJ/a in the period fiom 1990 to 2010 and reaches 0 GJ by the end of 
the next century. The contribution of renewables increases from 6,9 EJ in the year 1988 to ca. 
17,6 EJ by 2010, and to 60,O EJ in the year 2 100 in a completely renewable energy system. 
These figures must be interpreted considering the convention for the transformation of electricity 
generated by renewables. The FFES uses time-varying fossil (and biomass) fuel efficiencies to 
calculate the primary energy equivalent of electricity generated by renewables and nuclear 
power stations. This effkiency is assumed to improve from 33% by 1988 to 50% by 2030 and 
55% by 21 00. The corresponding end-use energy value per capita by 2 100 amounts to about 48 
GJ/a. 

While efficiency improvements on the demand and supply side and a shift to natural gas within 
fossil fuels are the major sources of CO2 reduction in the near term period until 2020,'the 
renewable energy sources gradually become more dominant in the following time. For the long 
term period, the FFES strongly relies on solar and wind energy based on various technologies 
including the use of hydrogen as a fuel and for energy storage. Biomass is used for electricity 
and fuel production. The land use requirements for biomass plantations depend on the produc- 
tivity assumptions. The potential from biomass plantations was calculated with regard to 
biodiversity, water scarcity and minimum competition with food production. The assumed share 
by 2100 occupies about 5% of current crop, pasture, forest and woodland area, without making 
excessive use of fertilisers. 
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Annex 3 Energy Efficiency: A Goal of Energy Policy 

A3.1 Barriers to Energy Efficiency 

The general framework of an economic system regulates the interaction of legal and 
administrative principles as well as of institutions with regard to securing or achieving general or 
political goals such as peace, liberty, security, justice, and sustainable development. Against this 
background, the main goal of energy policy can be defined as minimising the social costs of a 
reliable supply with energy services on a long-term basis in accordance with the social and 
economic objectives. 

Two aspects are of central importance in this definition. On one hand, it turns the view from the 
microeconomic perspective to a macroeconomic definition of costs. On the other hand, this 
approach is based on an extended view of the relevant market. The goal of energy policy is not 
the efficient supply of energy or electricity, but the efficient provision of energy services. The 
consumer does not demand electricity as a good, but rather energy services like a lighted room or 
cooled food. This makes clear that the extended perspective on the demand-side is adequate. 

It is widely accepted that the above-mentioned goal of energy policies cannot be achieved by 
free and unregulated markets. A series of obstacles and market-barriers prevent this. One 
indication is that all states within the European Union as well as outside have issued specific 
regulations for their energy markets. Table A3-1 gives an overview of the obstacles which 
prevent the promotion of energy efficiency for the example of electricity. It is the task of energy 
policies to help overcome these obstacles and market-barriers. An important issue in the 
discussion about appropriate measures is that the obstacles on the demand-side hardly react to 
price signals. The introduction of a tax to serve as a corrective is therefore necessary to give the 
right price signals to customers, but not sufficient to overcome the myriad of market barriers to 
energy efficiency. 
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Table A3-1: Obstacles to the Inclusion of Rational Electricity Use, Cogeneration, and Renewables into Electricity 
Supply 

Obstacle 

environmental costs 

pricing according to average 
costs 

price discrimination between 
consumer groups 

degressive rate structure 

no seasonal' and time-of-day rates 

buy-back rates below avoided 
cost 

disparity of discount rates 
(referred to as the "pay-back 
gap") 
lack of information 

lack of responsibility (referred to 
as the investor-user-dilemma) 

financing problems 

-des of public budgeting 

isk 

iisincentives to suppliers of end- 
lse technologies 

~~ ~ ~~ ~ 

wercapacity 

.ack of innovation 

klse incentives for utilities 

Remarks 

environmental costs are neglected 

marginal costs are above average costs 

low prices for industry hinders 
cogeneration 

electricity end-use efficiency is valued too 
low 

obstacle for electricity end-use efficiency 
and cogeneration during peak times 

obstacle for cogeneration and renewables 

capacity increases, even though more 
expensive than electricity end-use 
efficiency or cogeneration 

possibilities for electricity end-use 
efficiency and cogeneration are unknown 

owners e.g. of buildings and offices seek 
to minimise investment costs since they 
will be paid energy costs from users 

obstacle for households, small and 
medium sized companies, and public 
entities 

difficulty for public entities to finance 
energy-efficiency investments from 
savings in energy costs 

cogeneration, renewables, and electricity 
end-use efficiency are perceived as risky 

e.g., engineers get paid proportional to 
investment, not to energy efficiency 

forces utility to increase sales 

obstacle to move towards energy service 
companies 

forces utilities to increase sales 
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A3.2 Instruments and Measures to Improve the Inclusion of Rational 
Electricity Use and Cogeneration in the Electricity Supply Industry 

In all member states of the European Community as well as at Community level, there are 
instruments at work which help to pursue the target of an increase in energy efficiency. Not all 
instruments and measures can be described in detail here. A brief outline of some possible 
actions shall suffice so that in a second step the activities on the EU level can be examined. 

Information of the public through labelling and information programs. 

Introduction of efficiency standards for electric appliances or of environmental standards 
are further tools. 
Environmental taxes or non-monetary internalisation can be used for the internalisation of 
external costs. 
Moreover, subsidies can encourage investment in energy efficient appliances or 
cogeneration. 
Price regulation can be used as a means to increase energy efficiency. Possible steps to be 
taken can include pricing according to marginal costs, decrease in price discrimination 
between consumer groups, reduction of rate degressiveness, introduction of seasonal and 
time-of-day rates, allowance for cost recovery of energy saving programs implemented e.g. 
as a result of an integrated resource plan, decoupling of sales and profits in the distribution 
sector to support RPT, regulation of and increase in buy-back rates for electricity feed in 
from renewable energy and cogeneration. 
The authorisation of investments is another common device. Possible measures are 
financial sanctions for overcapacities, performance-based cost recovery, and restriction of 
capacity building to cases which prove to be more cost-effective than cogeneration or 
electricity saving. This type of activity is closely related to WT. 

There are different measures from this catalogue to be found in energy policy activities from the 
European Union as well as in each member state of the European Union. However, it has to be 
noted that in the energy policy practice of most member states these measures do not provide a 
coherent strategy in order to overcome obstacles. 

A3.3 Efforts to enhance energy efficiency in the EU since 1990 

In the following, we want do discuss a few examples of energy policy efforts for increasing 
energy end-use efficiency on the EU level. This is to provide the basis for a rough evaluation of 
the possibility to reach the EU's climate stabilisation target. Excluded here is the instrument of 
energy taxation, since this instrument is dealt with in detail in chapter 4 of the main report. 

A3.3.1 The SAVE directive 

On September 13, 1993, the Council of the European Communities passed a directive to limit 
carbon emissions by improving energy efficiency (SAVE) (Council Directive 93/76/EEC). This 
directive requires member states to draw up and implement programmes in the fields of energy 
certification of buildings; the billing of heating, air-conditioning and hot water costs on the basis 
of actual consumption; third-party-financing for energy efficiency investments in the public 
sector; thermal insulation of new buildings; regular inspection of boilers; and energy audits of 
undertakings with high energy consumption. 
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The implementation of many of these programmes will clearly benefit, if energy end use prices 
are increased by an EU wide minimum energy tax which also reflects the externalities of energy 
supply - 

A3.3.2 The SAVE and JOULE/THERMIE programmes 

With these research and development programmes, the EU has stimulated both the development 
and use of technologies for the rational use of energy (JOULE/THERMIE) and the development 
and use of more rational business planning techniques (RPT) for the electricity and the gas sector 
as well as innovative financing schemes like third-party financing (SAVE). 

Although both programmes have been very helpful to develop technologies and implementation 
approaches, the broad implementation of technologies needs support through, e.g., energy 
taxation and energy efficiency programmes from electricity and the gas distributiodsupply 
utilities in the framework of WT.  

A3.3.3 The appliance labelling and standards directives 

On September 22, 1992, the Council passed a directive on labelling of household appliances, i.e. 
refrigerators and freezers, and combinations thereof, washing machines and clothes dryers, and 
combinations thereof, dish-washers, baking ovens, water heaters and storage water heaters, light 
sources, and air conditioners to make the consumption of energy and other resources transparent 
to consumers (Council Directive 92/75/EEC). 

Although to date there are only two implementing directives (on refrigerators and freezers, and 
on washing machines and clothes dryers), and the labelling has not yet been implemented in all 
member states, this is a very helpful initiative to increase energy efficiency. The label showing 7 
energy efficiency classes is a good basis for decision for customers who purchase, e.g., a 
refrigerator or freezer. An increase in energy prices through EU minimum excise duties will give 
customers an extra incentive to buy, eg, a class A model (the most efficient class of appliances 
according to the label). Thus, the appliance label and energy taxes mutually enforce each other to 
shift the market to the most efficient appliances available. 

Both will be complemented further by the EP and Council directive on standards for 
refrigerators and freezers since this is supposed to remove the least efficient models from the 
market. 

A3.3.4 EC Eco-Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS) 

A relatively new instrument in European environmental policy is the Eco-Management and 
Audit Scheme (EU regulation No. 1836/93). The goal of this scheme is to enhance continuous 
improvement of environmental performance in industrial companies, including facilities for the 
generation of electricity, gas, hot water or steam. This shall be achieved by the introduction of 
environmental management systems, setting up of environmental targets and programmes and 
the publication of an environmental statement. 

It can be expected that EMAS means a push ahead for energy efficiency in industrial 
applications, and first experiences of energy utilities validated under EMAS indicate that there is 
also potential for increasing energy efficiency in generation facilities. However, the present 
restriction of the scheme to generation sites and to industrial activities should be changed by 
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making use of the possibility to apply the regulation on service sectors as well (Art .  14 of the 
regulation), as it is already the case for Local Government in the UK (DOE 1995), and also by 
putting a stronger focus on environmental aspects related to products and services, which are 
until now only addressed in the annexes of the regulation. 

A3.3.5 The proposed RPT directive 

A very powerful instrument for the realisation of the cost effective potentials for investments in 
energy efficiency are rational planning techniques (FWT), eg, integrated resource planning (IRP), 
for the utility industry (cf. Annex 5). This is a necessary complement to the Internal Market 
directives for elcetricity and gas: While these aim to introduce more competition between energy 
suppliers, RPT aims to stimulate the competition between cost effective investments in energy 
efficiency and energy supply. 

Therefore, the CEC has proposed a Council directive on RPT which has been approved by the 
European Parliament with some amendments but with great majority in November 1996. Most 
amendments have been included in the amended proposal prepared by the CEC in March 1997 
(COM(97) 69 final). 

A3.4 Evaluation of Developments and Conclusions 

A variety of energy policy initiatives have been taken or are proposed both on the EU level as in 
the member states to realise the economic benefits of energy efficiency and to achieve the 
climate stabilisation target. These include, among others, labelling and information programmes, 
efficiency standards e.g. for products and buildings, energy/C02 taxes, subsidies for energy 
efficiency investments, and voluntary agreements especially with industry. We cannot provide a 
full analysis for all member countries and for the EU as a whole in this limited study. However, 
it appears that rather few member countries have comprehensive energy policy strategies which 
promise to be able to reach not only a stabilisation of C02 emissions until the year 2000, but also 
a considerable reduction thereafter (IEA 1996). 

Furthermore, since it is unclear, e.g., if and when the proposed RPT directive will be introduced 
in the EU, and since EU standards and labelling will only tap a fraction of all appliances and 
installations, these important initiatives will only be able to achieve the full potential of energy 
efficiency, if they are complemented by an initiative addressing energy prices through 
introducing or increasing energy taxation. 
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Annex 4 More Information on Energy Taxes 

Table A 4- 1 : Comparison of energy prices and energy taxes in the EU in ECU per G3 

Austria 
Belgium 
Denmark 
Finland 
France 
Germany 
IGreece 
Ireland 
~Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
Portugal 
Spain 
Sweden' 
United Kingdom 

Industry Households 
IF0 

per GJ per GJ per GJ per GJ per GJ per GJ ,er GJ 

Electricity Natural LFO Electricity Natural Steam 
Coal Gas Gas 

I 

1,lO 8,61 2974 3277 2907 1927 0,oo 
0,16 

5,82 0,96 2,82 0,83 0934 1,15 1,02 
28,65 3,60 9976 2,23 0,78 0,65 0,85 
7,77 1,86 1946 0,oo 0,OO n. a. 

Given is excise duty on natural gas for households as prices are not available and thus VAT cannot be calculated. 
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Table A 4-1 (Comparison) cont. 

Austria 
Belgium 
Denmark 
Finland 
France 
Germany 
Greece 
Ireland 

Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
Portugal 
Spain 
Sweden 
United Kingdon 

Italy 

, 

Transport 
Worn. Diesel Autom. Petrol 
Lon-corn. Diesel corn. 
,er GJ per GJ per GJ 

1 1,75 8,49 16,20 
1 1,85 
12,63 
21,33 
13,30 
1 1,67 
9,35 

12,54 
14,25 
9,48 

12,59 
8,89 

8,52 19,25 
8,89 18,02 

18,Ol 21,96 
10,07 21 ,oo 
9,29 17,85 
7,11 12,94 
8,96 14,50 

10,9 1 19,lO 
7,43 12,23 
9,23 19,25 
7,6 1 16,72 

Source: Based on data from tables A 2-1 to A 2-10 and A 4-4 to A4-20. 
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Table A 4-2: Proposal for a Council Directive introducing a tax on carbon dioxide emissions and energy (1992) 

Motor fuels 
Petrol, leaded 
Petrol, unleaded 
Gas oil 
Kerosene 
LPG 
Natural Gas 
Heating Fuels 
Light fuel oil 
Heavy fuel oil 
Heavy fuel oil S 
Kerosene 
LPG 
Natural Gas' 
Solid energy products 
Electricity 

Proposed Directive: Introduction of C02fEnergy Tm 
1992 (COM(92)226) and 1995 (COM(95)172) 

Tax rates (in ECU): 
Unit 19931 19981 200 

I I 

20,11 
20,11 
22,85 

1000 2 1,83 
1000 k 26,28 

0337 

53,62 

1,2: 0,98 
87,61 70,07 
72,7: 58,22 
76,l' 60,94 
67,O' 53,62 
67,O' 

1000 1 

87,31 69,88 26,20 1000 kg 
87,3 69,88 26,20 1000 kg 
76,l~ 6 1,04 22,89 

1000 1 21,83 58,22 72,71 
1000 kg 

7,01 5760 2Y10 MWh 
23,3 5,4 1 2,03 GJ 
22,s' 0,98 0937 GJ 
8 1 ,S: 70,07 26,28 

I Natural gas: 0,7kg/cbm density (calculated for Methane) 

Source: CEC 1995 
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Motor fuels 
Petrol, leaded 
Petrol, unleaded 
Gas oil 

L 
LPG W 

Kerosene 
W 

I 

Natural Gas 
Heating Fuels 
Light he1 oil 
Heavy fuel oil 
Heavy fuel oil S 
Kerosene 
LPG 
Natural Gas3 
Solid energy products 
Electricity 

Directive: Harmonisation of Excise 
Duty on Mineral Oils, 1911 011 992, 

92/82/EEC 

Tax rates: 

:U/ ... 1993 

1000 1 

245,OO 1000 1 
. 245,OO 1000 1 

287,OO 1000 1 
337,OO 

1000 kg 100,OO 

1000 GJl 1 

2,2 1 

18,OO 
1000 kg 
1000 kg 

13,OO 

0.00 MWh 
0,oo GJ 
0,OO GJ 
0,OO 1000 kg 
0,OO 1000 1 

13,OO 

Hypothetical minimum tax rates 

Taxation of Energy Products, of 1992195 (COM(93172)’ 
the Community Framework for the :garding proposed C02/energy tax 
Proposed Directive: Restructuring 

12/3/1997, COM(97)30 final2 

Minimum tax rates: Minimum tax rates: 

1993 1998 2000 19981 2000l 2002 

357,ll 

224 174 141 187,60 170,07 126,28 

393 343 310 317,78 303,22 266,83 

393 343 310 321,18 305,94 267,85 

500 450 417 354,04 340,62 307,ll 

500 450 417 404,04 390,62 

2,57 3,19 3,43 2,9 395 495 

40,89 

34 22 10 81 $2 70,07 26,28 

25 16 7 72,78 58,22 21 $3 

34 28 22 100,36 82,88 39,20 

28 23 18 100,36 82,88 39,20 

26 23 21 94,18 79,04 

0,37 0,98 22,87 0 2  0,45 0,7 
2,03 097 0,45 072 23,3 1 5,41 
2,lO 3 2 1 7,OO 5,60 

’ Values are calculated by adding the tax rates from the proposed COJenergy tax o f  1992/95 to the tax rates from the1992 Directive 9U8uEEC. 
There are three fuel categories distinguished in this Directive: motor fuels for transport purposes, motor fuels for specific industrial and commercial purposes (art. 7(1): e.g. for 
stationary motors and agricultural works) and heating fuels. Tax rates o f  the second category (not considered in the table) are substantially lower. C.’ m 

4 ’ Natural gas: 0,7kg/cbm density (calculated for Methane) 
P 
00 
P 
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Notes on the following tables A 4-4 to A 4-20 

Tables A 4-4 to A 4-20 provide detailed information latest available on the taxation of energy 
products in Member States. Divergences with the tables A 2-1 to A 2-10 are likely since 
different (national) sources are used. Taxes in tables A 2-1 to A 2-10 as a rule are average 
figures (i.e., effective tax burden is presented, considering existing tax reductions and tax 
exemptions), whereas data given in the following tables show nominal tax rates if not stated 
otherwise. Tax rates are given in national currency and in ECU. 
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Table A 4-4: Specification o f  energy taxes in Austria as of 1 January 1997 

per IOOOkg 

LFO 
per 10001 

Steam Coal 
vert 
Natural Gas 
per 10E7 kcal 

Electricity 
per MWh 

Households 
LFO 
per 10001 

Natural Gas 
per 10E7 kcal 
Electricity 
per MWh 
Coal 
per t 
Transport 

Diesel, Non-Corn. 
per 1 

........................................... 

........................................... 

Diesel, Comercial 
per 1 

Premium Petrol 
Unleaded 
per 1 

0 Energy tax: 714 ATS (53.2 ECU) - Introduced on 01.06.96; 
(0.6 ATS/m3) for energy intensive 

industries upper limit o f  
tax burden is 0.35% of  
value added 

Energy tax: 100 ATS (7.44 ECU) - Introduced on 01.06.96; 
for energy intensive 
industries upper limit of 
tax burden is 0.35% of  
value added 

............................................................................................................................................................................... 

0 Mineral oil tax: 950 ATS (76.7 ECU) 20 - 
0 Emergency stock fee: 95.995 ATS 

(7.14 ECU) 
0 Energy tax: 714 ATS (53.2 ECU) 20 Energy tax introduced on 

0 Energy tax: 100 ATS (7.44 ECU) 20 Energy tax introduced on 

0 -  20 - 

(0.6 ATS/m3) 0 1.06.96 

01.06.96 

............................................................................................................................................................................... 

........................................................................................................................................................................... ...., 

0 Mineral oil tax: 3.89 ATS (0.29 20 Mineral oil tax increased 

0 Emergency stock fee: 0.10 ATS 
ECU) by 0.5 ATS on 01.05.95 

(0.0074 ECU) 
0 Mineral oil tax: 3.89 ATS (0.29 - Mineral oil tax increased 

0 Emergency stock fee: 0.10 ATS 

Mineral oil tax: 5.61 ATS (0.418 Mineral oil tax increased 

0 Emergency stock fee: 0.10 ATS 

ECU) by 0.5 ATS on 01.05.95 

(0.0074 ECU) 

ECU) 20 by 0.5 ATS on 01.05.95 

(0.0074 ECU) 

................................................................................................................................................................................ 
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Table A 4-4 (Austria) cont. 

General Comments 
Tax refunds for diesel used by the Austrian railway company, by energy systems, for heat pumps 
and for biofuels. 

Source: OECDAEA, 1997b, Austrian Ministry of the Environment 1997a, 1997b, CEC 1997d 

Table A 4-5 Specification of energy taxes in Belgium as of 1 January 1997 

HFO 
per lOOOkg 
LFO 
per 10001 

........................................... 

Steam Coal 
pert 
Natural Gas 
............................................ 

per 10E7 kcal 
Electricity 
........................................... 

per Mwh 

Households 
LFO 
per 10001 
Natural Gas 
per 10E7 kcal 
Electricity 
per MWh 
Coal 
per t 

........................................... 

........................................... 

........................................... 

Transport 
Diesel, Non-Com. 
per 1 
Diesel, Comercial 
per 1 
Premium Petrol 
Unleaded 
per 1 

........................................... 

........................................... 

.................................................................................................................................................................................. 
Excise tax: 550 BEF (14.127 ECU) - LFO with sulphur content 

exceeding 1 % is taxed at a 
rate of 18.98 ECU/lOOOkg .................................................................................................................................................................................. 

n.a. n.a. - 
.................................................................................................................................................................................. 
0 -  - 
................................................................................................................................................................................... 
0 -  

Excise tax: 550 BEF (14.127 ECU) 21 - 
.................................................................................................................................................................................. 

Excise tax: 572 BEF (14.6 ECU) 21 - 
.................................................................................................................................................................................. 

Excise Tax: 55 BEF (1.4 ECU) 21 - 

Excise tax: 11.7 BEF (0.298 ECU) 21 - 

.................................................................................................................................................................................. 
Excise tax: 1 1.7 BEF (0.298 ECU) 21 - 

................................................................................................................................................................................. 
Exise tax: 20.46 BEF (0.521 ECU) 21 Excise tax increased from 

19.63 to 20.46 BEFA on 
30.12.96 

General Comments 
No excise duties levies on mineral oils used for other purposes than motor fuels or heating fuels, 
and for experimental projects for development of environmentally sound products. 

Source: OECDIIEA 1997b, CEC 1997d 
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Table A 4-6: Specification of energy taxes in Denmark as of 1 January 1997 

W O  
per lOOOkg 

LFO 
per 10001 

Steam Coal 
per t 

Natural Gas 
per 10E7 kcal 

Electricity 
per MWh 

Households 

LFO 
per 10001 

Natural Gas 
per 10E7 kcal 

Electricity 
per MWh 

Coal 
per t 

0 Carbon tax: 320 DKR (43.5 ECU) - Refunds of carbodenergy 
0 Sulphur tax: 78 DKR (10.6.ECU) tax up to 97%, depending 

on process and 
participation in an 
agreement 

0 Carbon tax: 270 DKR (36.7 ECU) - R e h d s  of carbodenergy 
tax up to 97%, depending 
on process and 
participation in an 
agreement 

................................................................................................................................................................................... 

................................................................................................................................................................................... , 

0 Carbon tax: 242 DKR (32.9 ECU) - Refunds of carbodenergy 
Sulphur tax: 20 DKR/kg sulphur tax up to 97%, depending 
(4.72 ECU) on process and 

participation in an 
agreement .................................................................................................................................................................................... 

0 Carbon tax: 240 DKR (220 .. Refunds of carbodenergy 
DKR/1000m3) (32.7 ECU) tax up to 97%, depending 

on process and 
participation in an 
aaeement 

0 Carbon tax: 100 DKR (13.6 ECU) - Refunds of carbodenergy 
0 Sulphur tax: 9 DKR (1.22 ECU) tax up to 97%, depending 

on process and 
participation in an 
ameement 

Y 

0 Excise/energy tax: 1500 DKR (203.8 25 - 
ECU) 

, Carbon tax: 270 DKR (37.6 ECU) 
0 Excisdenerq tax: 10.9 DKR (1 0 25 - 

DKR/l OOOm ) (1.49 ECU) 
0 Carbon t a x :  240 DKR (220 

DKR/1000m3) (32.7 ECU) 

................................................................................................................................................................................... 

0 Excise/energy tax: 400 DKR (54.4 25 Excise/energy tax for 

Carbon tax: 100 DKR (13.6 ECU) 
0 Sulphur tax: 9 DKR (1.22 ECU) 
0 Excise/energy t a x :  950 DKR (12.9 25 - 

0 Carbon tax: 242 DKR (32.9 ECU) 
0 Sulphur tax: 20 DKR/kg sulphur 

ECU) space heating is 36.5 DKR 

.................................................................................................................................................................................... 

ECU) 

(2.72 ECU) 
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Table A 4-6 (Denmark) cont. 

Diesel, Non-Com. 
per I 

Diesel, Comercial 
per 1 

............................................ 

Premium Petrol 
Unleaded, per 1 

Excise/energy tax: 2.02 DKR (0.274 25 Excise tax constantly 

Carbon tax: 0.27 DKR (0.0367 ECU) in 92 to 2.29 DKR in 97 
Excise/energy tax: 2.02 DKR (0.274 - Excise tax constantly 
ECU) increased from 1.49 DKR 
Carbon tax: 0.27 DKR (0.0367 ECU) in 92 to 2.29 DKR in 97; 
Exciselenergy tax: 3.32 DKR (0.45 1 25 Excise tax increased from 
ECU) 2.25 DKR in 90 to 3.32 

ECU) increased from 1.49 DKR 
................................................................................................................................................................................... 

.......................................... .. ....................................................................................................................................... 

I DKR in 97 
General Comments 
No excise duty levied on mineral oil used for other purposes than motor fuels. Mineral oil, coal, 
lignite and coke used for electricity generation are not taxed with excise duties and carboxdenergy 
tax, provided the electricity produced is subject to electricity tax. Coal, lignite and coke for export 
and intra-Community supplies are not taxed with excise duty. Products for export and intra- 
Community supply are not subject to carbon/energy tax. 
Exciselenergy tax rates on electricity, and coal will be increased in 1998. Sulphur tax rates will be 
increased in 1998, 1999, and 2000. 

Source: OECDAEA 1997b, Danish Ministry of Finance 1995, CEC 1997d 

Table A 4-7: Energy/carbon tax system for industry in Denmark 

Space heating 200127.2 

DKR (ECU) per t CO2 

Light processes 

DKR (ECU) per t CO2 

of which with audit 

Heavy processes 

DKR (ECU) per t CO2 

of which without audit 
3/0.41 of which with audit 

510.68 

SO2 tax rate 

DKR (ECU) per kg 
sulphur 

1011.4 

400154.4 600/8 1.5 60018 1.5 60018 1.5 I l l  
60/8.1 7019.5 80/10.9 90112.2 
50/6.8 5016.8 5817.9 68/9.2 

1011.4 

10/1.4 10/1.4 1011.4 10/1.4 

3/0.41 3i0.41 3j0.41 3/0.41 
2Y3.4 2012.7 1512.0 
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Table A 4-7 (Denmark, Industry) cont. 

Tax revenue 

DKR (ECU) million 

0 of which industry 

0 of which households 
(due to increased 
electricity tax) 

915/124 

710196.5 

205127.9 

Source: Danish Ministry of Finance 1995 

1,44011 96 

1,2301167 

210128.5 

1,9551266 

1,730/23 5 

225130.6 

2,220/302 

1,900l258 

320143.5 

2,4501333 

2,0751282 

37515 1 .o 
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Table A 4-8: Specification of energy taxes in Finland as of 1 January 1997 

..I 

1 

1 

1 
1 

1 
... 

1 
- 

LFO 
per 10001 

Steam Coal 
per t 

Natural Gas 
per 10E7 kcal 

Electricity 
per MWh 

LFO 
Der 10001 

Natural Gas 
per 10E7 kcal 

Electricity 
per MWh 

Coal 
per t 

0 Oil pollution fee: 2.2 FIM (0.38 ECU) 
Excise tax: 104 FIM (1 7.8 ECU) - 
Energy/C02 tax: 186 FIM (3 1.9 ECU) 
Precautionary stock fee: 2 1 FIM (3.6 

Oil pollution fee: 1.9 FIM (0.33 ECU) 
Energy/C02 tax: 169 FIM (29.0 ECU) - Precautionary stock fee 
Precautionary stock fee: 7 FIM (1.2 introduced on 0 1 .O 1.97 

,.. ECU) 
Energy/C02 tax: 77.4 FIM (0.07 - Energy tax FIM 0. 142/m3 
FIM/m3) (ECU 13.3) as of  01.01.98; 
Precautionary stock fee: 5.33 FIM precautionary stock fee 
(0.005 FIM/m3) (0.95 ECU) introduced on 01.01.97 

B Energy tax: 16.75 FIM (2.87 ECU) - 
D Precautionary stock fee: 0.75 FIM 

................................................................................................................................................................................... 

ECU) 
................................................................................................................................................................................... 

................................................................................................................................................................................ 

................................................................................................................................................................................... 

(0.13 ECU) 

B Excise tax: 104 FIM (17.8 ECU) 22 - 
D Energy/C02 tax: 186 FIM (3 1.9 ECU) 

Precautionary stock fee: 21 FIM (3.6 
ECU) 
Oil pollution fee: 1.9 FIM (0.33 ECU) 
Energy/CO, tax: 77.4 FIM (0.07 22 Energy tax FIM 0.142/m3 
FIM/m3) (ECU 13.3) as of  01.01.98; 

0 Precautionary stock fee: 5.33 FIM precautionary stock fee 
(0.005 FIM/m3) (0.95 ECU) introduced on 0 1 .O 1.97 
Energy tax: 3 1 FIM (5.32 ECU) 22 

B Precautionary stock fee: 0.75 FIM 

................................................................................................................................................................................... 

................................................................................................................................................................................... 

(0.13 ECU) ................................................................................................................................................................................... 
B EnergyKO, tax: 169 FIM (29.0 ECU) 22 - 
B Precautionary stock fee: 7 FIM (1.2 
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Table A 4-8 (Finland) cont. 

Diesel, Non-Com. 
per 1 

Diesel, Comercial 
per 1 

, .. ..... ... ... . ...... ..... ...... . . ..... ... . 
Premium Petrol 
Unleaded 
per 1 

0 Excise Tax: 1.599 FIM (0.274 ECU) 22 Excise tax 1.449 FIM for 
Energy/C02 tax: 0.1 86 FIM (0.3 19 sulphur free quality 

Precautionary stock fee: 0.21 FIM 

0 Oil pollution fee: 0.001 8 FIM (0.0003 

ECU) 

(0.036 ECU) 

. .. 

. .. 

< 

General Comments 
Natural gas used as a source of energy for oil refming process is tax exempt. Energy products 
used as raw materials in industry are exempted from the energylcarbon tax. 

Excise Tax: 1 S99 FIM (0.274 ECU) - Excise tax 1.449 FIM for 
0 Energy/C02 tax: 0.186 FIM (0.3 19 sulphur free quality 

0 Precautionary stock fee: 0.21 FIM 

0 Oil pollution fee: 0.0018 FIM (0.0003 

Excise tax: 2.919 FIM (0.5 ECU) 22 Excise tax constantly 
Energy/C02 tax: 0.164 FIM (0.028 increased from 1.28 FIM 
ECU) in 90 to 2.96 FIM in 96 
Precautionary stock fee: 0.40 FIM 
(0.068 ECU) 
Oil pollution fee: 0.001 7 FIM (0.0003 
ECU) 

ECU) 

(0.036 ECU) 

ECU) .................................................................................................................................................................................. I 

Source: OECD/IEA 1997b, Finnish Ministry of Trade and Industry 1997, CEC 1997d 
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Table A 4-9: Specification of energy taxes in France as of 1 January 1997 

HFO 
per lOOOkg 

......................................... , 

LFO 
per 10001 

Steam Coal 
per t 
Natural Gas 
per 10E7 kcal 

.......................................... 

Electricity 
per MWh 

LFO 
per 10001 

Natural Gas 
per 10E7 kcal 
Electricity 
per MWh 

......................................... 

Coal 
Der t 
Transport 
Diesel, Non-Com. 
per 1 

Diesel, Comercial 
per 1 

Premium Petrol 
Unleaded 
Der 1 

" 

" 

..... 

..... 

..... 

..... 

" 

" 

l 

.... 
l 

.... 
l 

.... 
l 

" 

" 

. l  

.... 
l 

..... 
4 

Excise tax, contribution to the hydro- - Special allowance of 5-6 

emergency storage costs; 
constant increase of excise 
tax from 134.82 FF in 90 
to 159.9 FF in 97 

5-6 FFA for f m ' s  own 
emergency storage costs; 
constant increase of excise 
tax from 415.5 FF in 90 to 
514.6 FF in 97 

carbon fund: 159.9 FF (24.63 ECU) FF for firm's own 

................................................................................................................................................................................... 
Excise tax: 514.6 FF (79.25 ECU) - Special allowance of aboui 

................................................................................................................................................................................... 
D -  - - 

Special tax: 86.73 FF (13.63 ECU) - Special tax only for 
consumption of more than 
18.000 GJIvear 

Municipal (0-8%) and departmental - - 
taxes (0-4%) are levied on the ex tax 
price 

Excise tax: 514.6 FF (79.25 ECU) 20.6 Constant increase of 
excise tax from 4 1 5.5 FF 
in 90 to 514.6 FF in 97 

utility bills is 5.5% 

taxes (0-4%) are levied on the ex tax utility bills is 5.5% 
Price 

................................................................................................................................................................................... 
D -  20.6 VAT on fixed charges of 

................................ .. ................................................................................................................................................. 
D Municipal (0-8%) and departmental 20.6 VAT on fixed charges of 

B -  20.6 - 

B Excise tax: 2.3510 FF (0.362 ECU) 20.6 Constant increase of 
~~ ~ ~~ 

excise tax from 1.61 15 FF 
in 90 to 2.35 1 FF in 97 

excise tax from 1.6 1 15 FF 
in 90 to 2.351 FF in 97 

excise tax from 2.9799 FF 
in 90 to 3.7854 FF in 97 

................................................................................................................................................................................... 
B Excise tax: 2.3510 FF (0.362 ECU) - Constant increase of 

................................................................................................................................................................................... 
B Excise tax: 3.7854 FF (0.577 ECU) 20.6 Constant increase of 

General Comments 
Specific biofbels are exempt from excise tax. Reduced tax rates for HFO with low sulphur 
content. 

Source: OECDDEA 1997b, CEC 1997d - 142 - 
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Table A 4- 10: Specification of energy taxes in Germany as of 1 January 1997 

Industry 

HFO 
per lOOOkg 

LFO 
per 10001 

Steam Coal 
Der t 

- 

........................................... 

........................................... 

Natural Gas 
per 10E7 kcal 
Electricity 
per MWh 

.......................................... 

Households 
LFO 
per 10001 

Natural Gas 
per 10E7 kcal 
Electricity 
per MWh 

............................................ 

............................................ 
Coal 
per t 
Transport 

Diesel, Non-Com. 

I per ........................................... 
Diesel, Comercial 

I per t ........................................... 
Premium Petrol 
Unleaded 
per 1 

Mineral oil tax: 30 DEM { 15.7 ECU) - For electricity generation 
0 Contribution to emergency storage mineral oil tax is 55 DEM 

fund: 7.3 DEM (3.8 ECU) (28.8 ECU) 
0 Mineral oil tax: 80 DEM (41 .S7 ECU) - - 
0 Contribution to emergency storage 

fund: 7.81 DEM (3.48 ECU) .................................................................................................................................................................................. 
0 -  - - 

0 Mineral oil tax: 41.9 DEM (0.0036 - 
DEMkWh) (2 1.9 ECU) 

0 -  Special tax 
(Kohlepfenning) has been 
dropped since 0 1 .O 1.96 
(about 8.5% on ex tax 
mice) 

0 Mineral oil tax: 80 DEM (41 .87 ECU) 15 - 
0 Contribution to emergency storage 

0 Mineral oil tax: 41.9 DEM (0.0036 15 - 
fund: 7.81 DEM (3.48 ECU) 

DEMkWh) (2 1.9 ECU) 

................................................................................................................................................................................... 

15 Special tax 
(Kohlepfenning) has been 
dropped since 0 1 .O 1.96 
(about 8.5% on ex tax 
mice) 

15 - 

Mineral oil tax: 0.62 DEM (0.32 15 - 

Contribution to emergency storage 

0 Mineral oil tax: 0.62 DEM (0.32 Tax relief for machinery 

ECU) 

fund: 0.0066 DEM (0.0035 ECU) 

ECU) in agricultural enterprises. 

................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Contribution to emergency storage 

0 Mineral oil tax: 0.98 DEM (0.5 1 15 - 

0 Contribution to emergency storage 

fund: 0.0066 DEM (0.0035 ECU) 

ECU) 

fund: 0.0072 DEM (0.0037 ECU) 

................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Source: OECDAEA 1997b 
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Table A 4- 1 1 : Specification of energy taxes in Greece as of 1 January 1997 

HFO 
per lOOOkg 
LFO 
per 10001 
Steam Coal 
per t 
Natural Gas 
per 10E7 kcal 
Electricity 

.......................................... 

........................................... 

........................................... 

........................................... 

LFO 
per 10001 
Natural Gas 
per 10E7 kcal 
Electricity 
per MWh 
Coal 

............................................ 

.......................................... 

............................................ 

k Transport 
Diesel, Non-Corn. 
per l 
Diesel, Comercial 
ver l 

............................................ 

I Per1 

Premium Petrol 
Unleaded 

Excise tax: 13,000 GRD (42.5 ECU) - - 

0 Excise tax: 42,000 GRD (137 ECU) - - 

n.a. n.a. - 

n.a. - - 
................................................................................................................................................................................... 
0 -  - - 

0 Excise tax: 42,000 GRD (137 ECU) 18 - 

n.a. n.a. - 

0 -  18 - 

n.a. n.a. - 

Excise tax: 75.5 GRD (0.247 ECU) 18 

m Excise tax: 75.5 GRD (0.247 ECU) - - 

Excise tax: 107 GRD (0.35 ECU) 18 

Source: OECD/IEA 1997b 
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Table A 4- 1 1 : Specification of energy taxes in Ireland as of 1 January 1997 

................................................................................................................................................................................... 
n.a. n.a. - 

Industry 

HFO 
per lOOOkg 
LFO 
per 10001 
Steam Coal 
per t 
Natural Gas 
per 10E7 kcal 
Electricity 
per MWh 

Households 
LFO 
per 10001 
Natural Gas 
per 10E7 kcal 
Electricity 
per MWh 
Coal 
per t 
Transport 
Diesel, Non-Corn. 

er 1 ..E ........................................ ., 
Diesel, Comercial t 

per 1 

Premium Petrol 
Unleaded 
per 1 
General Comments 
No excise duty on fuels used in the generation of electricity. 

Source: OECD/IEA 1997b, CEC 1997d 

.............................................. 

.............................................. 

.............................................. 

............................................. 

.............................................. 

............................................. 

.............................................. 

............................................. .., 

0 -  

........... 
- - 

................................................................................................................................................................................... 
e -  - 

0 Excise tax: 41.05 IEP (51.74 ECU) 12.5 - 
................................................................................................................................................................................... 
e -  12.5 - 
................................................................................................................................................................................... 
e -  12.5 - 

0 Excise tax: 0.248 IEP (0.3 13 ECU) 21 - 
................................................................................................................................................................................... 
D Excise tax: 0.248 IEP (0.3 13 ECU) - Reduced rates available on 

diesel used in the 
agricultural sector ................................................................................................................................................................................... 

D Excise tax: 0.30085 IEP (0.379 ECU) 21 - 
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d 

Table A 4-13: Specification of energy taxes in Italy as of 1 January 1997 

HFO 
per 1OOOkg 
LFO 
per 10001 
Steam Coal 
per t 
Natural Gas 
per 10E7 kcal 
Electricity 
per MWh 

......................................... 

......................................... , 

.......................................... 

.......................................... 

L Households 
per 10001 
Natural Gas 
per 10E7 kcal 

.......................................... 

Electricity 
per MWh 

........................................... I Coal 
per t 

Tmnsport 
Diesel, Non-Com 
per 1 
Diesel, Comercial 
Der 1 

.......................................... 

Premium Petrol 
Unleaded 
per 1 

-. 
" 

..... 

..... 

..... 

...... 

" 

" 

l 

..... 
l 

..... 
t 

4 

4 

...... 
4 

" 

" 

. {  

..... 
I 4  

..... 
4 

- 

Excise tax: 45,000 ITL (22.97 ECU) - - 

Excise tax: 747,470 ITL (381.6 ECU) - - 
.................................................................................................................................................................................... 

' l  

Excise tax (imposta di consurno): - - 

Excise t a x :  4,100 ITL (2.09 ECU) for - - 
32,967 ITL (16.83 ECU) 

first 200 MWmonth; ITL 2,400 
(1.23 ECU) for all additional 
consumption 
Local taxes: fiom 4,000 ITL (2.04 
ECU) to 11,500 ITL (5.87 ECU) 
State tax: 7,000 ITL (3.57 ECU) up to 
30 kW; 10,500 ITL (5.36 ECU) up to 
3000 kW; 4,000 ITL (2.04 ECU) over 
3000kW I 

............................................................................................................................................................................ 

Excise tax: 747,470 ITL (381 -6 ECU) 19 - 

B Excise tax: regionally different tax 19 - 
.................................................................................................................................................................................... 

rates, varying fiom 94,505 ITL (48.24 
ECU) to 364,835 ITL (1 86.2 ECU) 

.................................................................................................................................................................................... 
D Excise tax: 9,100 ITL (4.65 ECU) 10 Excise tax until 3 l.  12.95 

(first 150 kWh/month not charged) was 4,100 ITL 
Local taxes: 28,000 I T L  (14.3 ECU) 

B State tax: 7,000 ITL (3.57 ECU) up to 
3 kW (first 75 kWmonth  free) 
n.a. 9 - 

.................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Excise tax: 747 ITL (0.381 ECU) 19 - 

.................................................................................................................................................................................... 
b Excise tax: 747 ITL (0.381 ECU) - 

1 Excise tax: 1022 ITL (0.522 ECU) 19 Premium petrol for 
agricultural use and 
fishing is taxed with VAT 
at a rate of 9% 

, ................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Source: OECDAEA 1997b, CEC 1997d 
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Table A 4- 14: Specification of energy taxes in Luxembourg as of 1 January 1997 

HFO 
, per lOOOkg 
LFO 
per l0001 
Steam Coal 
per t 
Natural Gas 
Der 10E7 kcal 

.......................................... 

........................................... 

........................................... 

,t ......................................... 
Electricity 
per Mwh 
Households 
LFO 
per 10001 
Natural Gas 
per 10E7 kcal 
Electricity 
Der Mwh 

........................................... 

......................................... 

Coal 
pert 
Transport 
Diesel, Non-Com. 
per 1 

Diesel, Comercial 
per 1 

Premium Petrol 
Unleaded 

........................................... 

Der 1 

Excise tax: 250 LUF (6.36 ECU) - - 
................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Excise tax: 210 LUF (5.34 ECU) - - 

n.a. - - 

n.a. - 
................................................................................................................................................................................... 

n.a. - - 

Excise tax: 210 LUF (5.34 ECU) 12 - 
................................................................................................................................................................................... 
D -  6 - 

D -  6 - 

D -  12 - 

D- Excise tax: 10.20 LUF (0.26 ECU) 12 Constant increase from 
4.30 LUF in 91 to 10.20 
LUF in 95 

4.30 LUF in 91 to 10.20 
LUF in 95 

................................................................................................................................................................................... 
D Excise tax: 10.20 LUF (0.26 ECU) - Constant increase from 

................................................................................................................................................................................... 
D Excise tax: 14.01 LUF (0.357 ECU) 12 - 

Source: OECDEA 1997b 
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Table A 4- 15: Specification of energy taxes in the Netherlands as of 1 July 1997 

per lOOOkg 
LFO 
per 10001 

........................................ 

Steam Coal 
per t 
Natural Gas 
per 10E7 kcal 

........................................ 

Electricity 
per MWh 

Eouseholds 
LFO 
per 10001 

Natural Gas 
3er 10E7 kcal 

Electricity 
)er M W  

2oal 
)er t 

- 
" 

" 

....... 

I 

...... 
t 

...... 
4 

a 

....... 
4 

" 

" 

4 

4 

a 

a 

...... 
a 

0 

....... 
a 

....... 
0 

- 

Supply security fee: 12.5 NLG (5.84 
ECI J\ 

consumption amounts 
exceeding 159,000 liters 

" - I  per year 
.................................................................................................................................................................................. 
D Fuel tax: 23.38 NLG (10.93 ECU) - - 
................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Fuel tax: 25.65 (1 1.99 ECU) NLG - Fuel tax: consumption 

D Regulatory tax: 76.19 (35.61 ECU) taxed at NLG 16.79/10E7 
NLG (64 NLG/m3) (average tax rate kcal (NLG 14. l/m3); 
for industry is 47.58 NLG/22.24 regulatory tax is only 
ECU) imposed on consumption 

between 800 and 170,000 
cbm of natural gas per 

................................................................................................................................................................................... Year 
Regulatory tax: 29.5 NLG (13.8 - Regulatory tax is only 
ECU) imposed on electricity use 

,between 0.8 and 50 MWh 
per year 

(21.55 N L G / ~ O O O ~ ~ )  higher than cbm lOmn is 

1 Excise tax: 102.6 NLG (47.95 ECU) 17.5 Regulatory tax only levied 
1 Fuel tax: 27.7 NLG (12.94 ECU) if LFO is substitute for 
1 Regulatory tax: 56.4 NLG (26.36 natural gas 

1 Supply security fee: 12.5 NLG (5.84 

1 Fuel tax: 25.65 (1 1.99 ECU) NLG 17.5 Regulatory tax is only 

I Regulatory tax: 76.219 (35.62 ECU) between 800 and 170,000 
NLG (64 NLG/m3) m3 of natural gas per year 

' Regulatory tax: 29.5 NLG (13.8 17.5 Regulatory tax is only 
ECU) imposed on electricity use 

between 0.8 and 50 MWh 

ECU) 

ECU) ................................................................................................................................................................................... 

(21.55 N L G / ~ O O O ~ ~ )  imposed on consumption 

................................................................................................................................................................................... 

per year ................................................................................................................................................................................... 
Fuel tax: 23.38 NLG (10.93 ECU) 17.5 - 
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Table A 4-15 (The Netherlands) cont. 

Transport 
Diesel, Non-Corn. 
per 1 

Diesel, Comercial 
per 1 

Premium Petrol 
Unleaded 
per 1 

General Commen 

~ 

0 Excise tax: 0.708 NLG (0.33 ECU) 17.5 Increase of excise tax on 
0 Fuel tax: 0.0277 NLG (0.013 ECU) 01.07 97 
0 Supply security fee: 0.0125 NLG 

0 Excise tax: 0.708 NLG (0.33 ECU) - Increase of excise tax on 
0 Fuel tax: 0.0277 NLG (0.013 ECU) 01.07 97 
0 Supply security fee: 0.0125 NLG 

0 Excise tax: l .23 NLG (0.574 ECU) 17.5 Increase of excise tax on 
0 Fuel tax: 0.0251 NLG (0.012 ECU) 01.07 97 
0 Supply security fee: 0.0125 NLG 

ts 

(0.0058 ECU) ..................................................................................................................................................................................... 

(0.0058 ECU) ..................................................................................................................................................................................... 

(0.0058 ECU) 

Excise duties are increased in line with inflation rate. Fuel tax is not inflation adjusted. 
Regulatory tax will be increased in 1998. Mineral oils used in commercial horticulture are taxed 

Source: Netherlands Ministry of the Environment 1996a, Netherlands Ministry of Finance 1997 

Table A 4- 16:Tax levels of regulatory tax until 1998 in the Netherlands 

I I 1996 I 1997 

Natural gas 

0.0672 (0.0314) 0.0336 (0.0157) kg Liquid gas 

0.0568 (0.0265) 0.0284 (0.0133) liter Heating oil 
0.0564 (0.0264) 0.0282 (0.0132) liter LFO 
0.0295 (0.0138) 0.0295 (0.0138) kWh Electricity 

0.064 (0.0299) 0.032 (0.0149) m3 
1998 

0.0953 (0.0445) 

0.0295 (0.0138) 

' 0.0846 (0.0395) 

0.0853 (0.0399) 
~ 

0.1009 (0.0472) 
~ 

Source: Netherlands Ministry of the Environment 1997 
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Table A 4- 17: Specification of energy taxes in Portugal as of 1 January 1997 

- 
- 

.., i 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
l 
... I 

1 

... 

... 

( 

I 

1 
... I 
l 
I 

.... 
I 
7 

( 

E 
r 

HFO 
per lOOOkg 
LFO 
per 10001 

....................................... 

Steam Coal 
per t 
Natural Gas 
........................................ 

per 10E7 kcal 
Electricity 
Der MWh 

........................................ 

per 10001 
Natural Gas 
per 10E7 kcal 
Electricity 
)er MWh 
2oal 
>er t 

....................................... 

....................................... 

....................................... 

rransporf 
3iese1, Non-Com 
)er 1 
Iiesel, Comercia: 
>er 1 

'remium Petrol 
Jnleaded 
)er 1 

Excise tax: 5500 PTE (28.1 ECU) - - 
................................................................................................................................................................................. 

Excise tax: 56,348 PTE (287.8 ECU) 17 VAT in 96 was 12%, unti 
96 was S%, VAT 100% 
reimbursed for heavy 
passenger vehicles, public 
transports and agricultural 
tractors, for other purpose 
50% reimbursed .................................................................................................................................................................................. 

n.a. - - 

n.a. - - 

D -  - 

D n.a. n.a. - 
................................................................................................................................................................................. 
D -  5 - 

n.a. n.a. - 

D Excise tax: 52.0 PTE (0.266 ECU) 17 VAT in 96 was 12%, until 
96 was 5% .................................................................................................................................................................................. 

Excise tax: 52.0 PTE (0.266 ECU) 17 VAT in 96 was 12%, until 
96 was W O ,  100% 
reimbursed for heavy 
passenger vehicles, public 
transports and agricultural 
tractors, for other purposes 
50% reimbursed ................................................................................................................................................................................. 

1 Excise tax: 91.5 PTE (0.467) 17 - 

:eneral Comments 
teduced VAT rate of 5% applicable to alternative energy sources. Tax exemption for mineral oils 
1sed for electricity generation. 

- 

.... 
1 

I 
S 

.... 

.... 

- 
I 

... 

; 

Source: OECDAEA 1997b, CEC 1997d 
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Table A 4- 18: Specification of energy taxes in Spain as of 1 January 1997 

Industry 
HFO 
per lOOOkg 
LFO 
per 10001 
Steam Coal 
pert 
Natural Gas 
per 10E7 kcal 
Electricity 
Der MWh 

........................................ 

.......................................... 

.......................................... 

........................................ 

Households 
LFO 
per 10001 
Natural Gas 
per 10E7 kcal 

.......................................... 

Electricity 
Der MWh 
Coal 
per t 

Transport 

Diesel 
Non-Com. 
per 1 
Diesel 
Comercial 

.......................................... 

per 1 
Premium Petrol 
Unleaded 

........................................ 

per 1 

0 Excise tax: 2,150 ESP (1 3.37 ECU) - 
................................................................................................................................................................................. ..' 
0 Excise tax: 12,600 ESP (78.38 ECU) - - 

0 n.a. 

0 -  - 
................................................................................................................................................................................... 
0 -  - - 

0 Excise tax: 12.600 ESP (78.38 ECU) 16 - 
................................................................................................................................................................................... 
0 Excise tax: 1001 ESP (6.227 ECU) - - 
0 Municipal tax: mm. 1.5% of ex-tax 

0 -  16 - 
price ................................................................................................................................................................................... 

0 n.a. n.a. - 

i Excise tax: 43.2 ESP (0.269 ECU) 16 Constant increase from 
27.3 ESP in 90 to 43.20 
ESP in 96 .................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Excise tax: 43.2 ESP (0.269 ECU) - Constant increase from 
27.3 ESP in 90 to 43.20 
ESP in 96 

0 Excise tax: 59.5 ESP (0.37 ECU) 16 Constant increase from 
38.5 ESP in 90 to 59.5 
ESP in 96 

Source: OECD/IEA 1997b 
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Table A 4- 19: Specification of energy taxes in Sweden as of 1 July 1997 

HFO 
per lOOOkg 

LFO 
per 10001 

Steam Coal 
pert 

Natural Gas 
per 10E7 kcal 

Electricity 
per MWh 

,. ....................................... 

......................................... 

LFO 
per 10001 
Natural Gas 
per 10E7 kcal 

......................................... 

......................................... 
Electricity 
per MWh 

......................................... 
Zoal 
?er t 

0 1.07.97 ..................................................................................................................................................................................... 
0 CO, tax: 460 SEK (54.02 ECU) - Rate of CO7 tax for 

Sulphur tax: 150 SEK (17.6 ECU) industry wis doubled on 

CO2 tax: 428 SEK (396 SEW1000m’) - Rate of CO, tax for 
0 1.07.97 ..................................................................................................................................................................................... 

(5032 ECU) industry was doubled on 
................................................................................................................................................................................... 01.07.97 
0 Nuclear electricity production tax: 22 - Nuclear electricity 

SEK (ECU 2.58) production tax is levied on 
nuclear power, 
hydropower plants pay a 
special property tax 
(3.42% of the value of the 
land) 

0 Energy tax: 743 SEK (87.25 ECU) 25 Fairway tax: 8.20-1 1 S O  

Energy tax: 23 1.7 SEK (241 25 - 
SEW1000m3) (27.21 ECU) 
CO2 tax: 857.9 SEK (792 
SEW1000m3) (100.76 ECU) 
Energy tax: 82-138 SEK (9.63-16.2 25 Tax rate for energy tax 
ECU) depends on region and 
Nuclear electricity production tax: 22 purposes; nuclear 
SEK (ECU 2.58) electricity production tax 

is levied on nuclear power, 
hydropower plants pay a 
special property tax 
(3.42% of the value of the 
land) 

CO2 tax: 1058 SEK (124.24 ECU) SEK (0.96- 1.35 ECU) 
.................................................................................................................................................................................... 

................................................................................................................................................................................ 

.................................................................................................................................................................................. 
Energy tax: 3 16 SEK (37.06 ECU) 25 - 
CO2 tax: 920 SEK (108.04 ECU) 

... l 
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Table A 4-19 (Sweden) cont. 

Transport 
Diesel, Non-Com. 
per 1 

0 Energy tax: 1.61-2.14 SEK (0.19 or 25 Lower energy tax rate 
0.25 ECU) applies to environmentally 

(0.963-1.35 ECU) per ton 
Diesel, Comercial 0 Energy tax: 1.61-2.14 SEK (0.19 or - Lower energy tax rate 

per 1 0.25 ECU) applies to environmentally 

0 CO;, tax: 1.06 SEK (0.12 ECU) friendly diesel; fairway 
tax: 8.20-11.50 SEK 

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................ , 

0 CO;, tax: 1.06 SEK (0.12 ECU) friendly diesel; fairway 
tax: 8.20-11.50 SEK 
(0.963- 1.35 ECU) per ton ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

Premium Petrol 
0.43 ECU) applies to environmentally Unleaded 

0 Energy tax: 3.61 or 3.68 SEK (0.42 or 25 Lower energy tax rate 

CO2 tax: 0.86 SEK (0.1 ECU) friendly petrol; fairway per 1 tax: 8.20-11.50 SEK 
I (0.963- 1.35 ECU) per ton 

General Comments 
Energy tax on electricity not levied on electricity from wind power stations. Relief fi-om energy 
and CO,-tax for fuels used for several purposes, e.g. for fuels used for purposes others than as 
motor fuels or as heating fuels, other fuels than petrol used for transportation by rail, and fuels for 
producing electricity. Relief from sulphur tax is also granted for the purposes mentioned. 
Fuels used for the production of heat in combined power and heat plants recieve a 50% reduction 
of energy tax rates. Tax relief and tax reductions are possible for certain pilot projects for the 
technological development of more environmentally friendly products. 
Energy tax is not levied on energy consumption of manufacturing industry and commercial 
greenhouse cultivation. Tax rate of CO2 tax applied to manufacturing industry and commercial 
greenhouse cultivation is 50% of general rate. If the remaining tax exceeds 0.8% of the sales 
value, reduction of excess tax amount is possible. 

Source: OECDEA 1997b, Swedish Ministry of Finance 1997, Swedish Ministry of the Environment 1997 
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l a ~ l e  A ~ - L u :  3peclmanon 01 energy taxes m me unltea Klngaom as or I ~anuary IYY-I 

Industry 
HFO 
per lOOOkg 
LFO 
per 10001 
Steam Coal 
per t 
Natural Gas 
per 10E7 kcal 
Electricity 
per MWh 

Housiholds 
LFO 
per 10001 

......................................... 

.......................................... 

.......................................... 

.......................................... 

Natural Gas 
per 10E7 kcal 
Electricity 
per MWh 
Coal 
.......................................... 

per t 

Transport 

Diesel, Non-Com. 
per 1 

Diesel, Comercial 
per 1 

Premium Petrol 
Unleaded 
per 1 

Hydrocarbon t a x :  18.65 GBP (22.9 - - 
ECU) 
Hydrocarbon tax: 23.30 GBP (28.6 - - 
ECU) 

e -  - 

e -  - 
.................................................................................................................................................................................. 
e -  - - 

e -  8 - 

D -  8 - 

Hydrocarbon tax: 0.352 GBP (0.433 17.5 Road fuel duty escalator' 
ECU) leads to a 5% increase of 

excise duty in real terms 
Hydrocarbon tax: 0.352 GBP (0.433 - Road fuel duty escalator' 
ECU) leads to a 5% increase of 

excise duty in real terms 
m Hydrocarbon tax: 0.3686 GBP (0.453 17.5 Road fuel duty escalator' 

ECU) leads to a 5% increase of 
excise dutv in real terms: 

.................................................................................................................................................................................. 

.................................................................................................................................................................................. 

Source: OECDDEA 1997b, HM Customs and Excise 1997, CEC 1997d 
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itudy !Country !Model @lode1 [Tax Design 
jType' !Name i 
1 i ;Revenue Recycling' 

%eke, op de (1993) iEU-12 (EMM (QUEST IEU tax proposal 1992 SSC reduction 

i 
3ureau du Plan (1993) !B, D, F, I, NL, iEMM iHERMES IEU tax proposal 1992 ISSC reduction 

Zapros et al. ( 1996) IEU- 12 f CGEM ;GEM-E3 ; EU tax proposal 1992 SSC reduction 

i 

2arrarolGaleotti (1995) JEU-l2 (results lCGEM jWARM EU tax proposal 1992 iSSC reduction 

CEC (1992b) (EC- 12 lEMM !QUEST IEU tax proposal 1992, SSC reduction; 
one shot introduction J VAT reduction; 
;in 1993 iIT reduction; 

j 

CEC (1997b) !EU-I 1 CGEM iGEM-E3 i EU tax proposal 1997 i SSC reduction; i 
!WARM i Revitalization of 

1 budget 

ConradSchmidt (1996) IEU-12 i CGEM iGEM-E3 I CO2-tax designed to SSC reduction 
i reduce C02-emissions i 

i (linear reduction by 1% 1 
I over I o years) 

by 10% 

ff&t on GDP (in !Effect on 
ercent)' fsEmployment3 ~ 

1 .o J +  1.0% 

0.46 l +  0.6% 

between - 0.07 (IREd+ 800,000 
nd + 0.43 (B) i 

3etween + 0.2 (I) !Between - 0.3% (F) 
a d  + 0.6 (F) jand + 0.2% (I) 

0.7 ;+ 0.0% 
0.1 ;+ 0.1% 
1 . l  i -  0.3% 

i 

t. 0.05 to + 0.22 ;+ 167,000 
+ 0.08 to + 0.38 l +  717,000 

!+ 42,000-182,000 

+ 0.44 i +  0.97% 

7 %ne Period 

'years I 
993-2000 

I0 years 

1994-2020 

1993-1998 

1998-2005 

10 years 



DG-XII (1994) IEU-I2 JCGEM jn.a. EU tax proposal 1992 i SSC reduction i Between - 0.02 and ! + 560,000 10 years i +  0.49 

DRI (1 993) !EC- 1 1 iEMM iDRI i EU tax proposal 1992 f SSC reduction; ! - 0.52 ;n.a. i 1993-2005 
!VAT reduction; 
i IT reduction i 

Manne, Richels (1992) JEC-12 iCGEM !Global /EU tax jn.a. i- 0.4 in.a. f 1993-2030 i 12100 J 
i 

Olivera Martins (1993) JEU-12 1 CGEM !GREEN i Coz-tax rising from jn.a. 1- 0.7 in.a. 1 1993-2050 
f USD 54/t C02 in 2000 i 
!to USD 104 in 2050 

Standaert (1992) iEU-4 ;E" iHERMES 1EU tax proposal 1992, SSC reduction; 1 -  0.1 I + 0.5% i 1993-2005 
!(D, F, I, UK) t i one shot introduction IT reduction i -  0.5 i f  0.0% 

jin 1993 i 

Welsch (1 996) ~CGEM ;LEAN jEU tax proposal 1992 !Lump sum (households); i -  0.38 !+ 0.01% f 1985-2020 
i SSC reduction; i +  1.85 !+ 2.78% 
i Increased spendings; I - 0.59 1 - 0.03% 
!Revitalization ofbudget I -  0.18 + 0.02% 

EMM = Econometric Macro Model, CGEM = Computable General Equilibrium Model, IOM = Input-Output Model 

SSC = social security contributions, IT = income taxes. 

Effect on GDP and on employment shown as deviation from baseline scenario. 

Source: Majocchi 1995, Infras 1996, own investigations 



Study fCount@ !Model !Model !Tax besign, :Revenue Recycling* !Effect on GDP Effect on Time 
. .  

"!Type' (Name i :(in per~ent)~ ~Employment' !Period 
i 

Barker (1997) i U K  iEMM f MDM9 fcarbodenergy tax ( SSC reduction i+ 0.1 f + 49 1,000 f 1995-2005 

Barker et al. (1992) !UK iEMM fMDM9 , fEU tax proposal 1992 ;VAT reduction i+ 0.41 i +  0.3% ! 1993-2005 

Booij, Velthuijsen (1992) @L iEMM HERMES f EU tax proposal 1992 i SSC reduction; j -  1.4 i +  2.8% f 1993-2005 

j 

:VAT reduction; f -  0.4 
i IT reduction (households) !+ 0.6 I +  0.1% 

i 
i +  0.2% 

Brkchet (1992) jF iEMM lHERMES IEU tax proposal 1992 iSSC reduction; i -  0.12 ;+ 0.4% j 1993-2000 

Bureau du Plan (1992) ;B (EMM iHERMES !EU tax proposal 1992 iSSC reduction; !+ 0.46 l+ 0.62% i 1993-2000 

Christensen (1991) :FIN fEMM iKESSU IV :Gradually increasing !IT reduction (households), i- 6.9 ;+ 1.0% \ 1991-2010 

i jSSC and VAT reduction I- 0.03 \ + 0.4% i 

! SSC and VAT reduction i+ 0.35 + 0.52% - 
i fC02-tax keep emissions i SSC reduction and lump i 

!stable; unilateral i sum (households) 
DIW (1994) !D jEMM in.a. !Energy tax of DEM 9/GJ, ;Lump sum (households) f -  0.2 j + 2.0% f 1995-2010 

iIOM \increased by 7% real \and ssc reduction 
:per year ; (industry) 

D1 W ( 1997) !D fEMM in.a. !Energy tax of DEM 9/GJ, SSC reduction and ;Between -0.2 and 1 Between + 330,004 n.a. 
iI0M ;increased by 7% real \reduction of ,,trade tax" 1' 0.0 !and 390,000 1 

:per year, variations with f 
ftax exemptions and 
!reductions for industry I 
!uniIateraI f SSC reduction !+ 0.0 to + 1.0 i+ 0.3% to + 1.2% ! EllisonlMlenpll(l993) ;FIN tn.a. IFMS f EU tax proposal 1992, f IT reduction; i- 2.8 to +0.5 i- 2.4% to +0.2% fn.a. 

EWI (1994) ID JCGEM Jn.a. JEU tax proposal 1992 j Lump sum (households) i- 0.025 i +I- 0% 11987-2020 

Fhg-ISI(l994) :D JE", i n.a. JEU tax proposal 1992 !Reduction of indirect taxes !Between +0.2 and :Between + 0.2% 1987-2020 
!bottom up i !and consolidation of budget !+ 0.7 i and + 0.3% 

.. 

CD 

3 
S 
v, 

0 
N 

3- 
8 

OQ 
Y 

B a 
5' 
m 
C z 
8 

(D 



inish Ministry of the fF1N JEMM i KESSU IV IEU tax proposal 1992, i IT reduction; !-1.1 j - 24,800 J 1991-2010 
.nvironrnent (1994) f JuniIateraI ! VAT reduction: f - 1 . 1  -24,800 . .  

f SSC reduction 1-0.8 f +  13,600 
itzGerald/McCoy (1992) : I R E  iEMM HERMES JEU tax proposal 1992 i SSC reduction i +  0.4 i +  0.7% 199 1-2000 

i 

mdsen et al. (1995) @K jCGEM iGESMEC !Tax, designed to reduce IT reduction or subsidies !- 0.7 i +  0.0% I 1990-2005 
jC02-emissions by 20% 
lcornpared to the level of j 
l988 

erkkola et al. (1993) ;FIN iCGEM !n.a. !Carbon tax, designed in.a. ;Between - 0.4 and in.a. in.a. 
fto stabilize COz emissions i i- 0.3 
!to the 1990 level by 2005 f 

i 

Lbppl et al. (1995) !A iEMM ;n.a. !Energy tax, j SSC reduction, fund for i+ 0.4 l + 0.4% j 1988- I992 
/IOM jcarbonlenergy tax / R&D, investments in heat 1 

t insulation 
&ienpWTervo (1992) /FM $.a. jFMS ;Carbon tax !Compensation to ;Between - 1 .O and i Between + 0.7% i 1990-2005 

~ F I M  sooh CO>, !households by lowering I+ 0.2 land - 1.6% 
junilateral J other taxes i 

j I996 to DEM 420honne J employers 
;C02 in 2005 i 

deyeret al. (1997) !D ;EMM iPanta Rhei iDEM 10 per tonne CO2 i n  f SSC reduction only for in.. . + 1.500.000 i 1996-2005 

'rost, van Regemorter ;B JCGEM in.a. JEU tax proposal 1992 SSC reduction; 
: 1 994) 

f -  5.1 to + 0.2 l0 to + 176,000 j14years 
i IT reduction; i -  7.1 to + 0.2 l 0  to + 243,000 
j Increase in welfare i-  7.0 10 + 0.2 l0 to + 238,000 1 
;payments 

I 
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Standnen (1 992) ; F  jEMM 1IIERMES 1EU tax proposal 1992, iSSC reduction 1- 0.3 i +  0.3% 1 1993-2005 
;introduced one shot in I 
i 1993 

Standaert (1992) !D jEMM iHERMES IEU tax proposal 1992, iSSC reduction !- 0.2 i + 0.7% f 1993-2005 
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Welsch ( 1  996) in iCGEM i LEAN IEU Tax Proposal 1992 ] Lump Sun1 (households); ]- 0.5 j - 0.035 f 1985-2020 
SSC reduction; 1+ 1.86 + 2.91% 

I Increase of spending; i -  0.59 i - 0.07% 
i Revitalization of budget I -  0.36 i - 0.01% 

I EMM = Econonletric Macro Motlcl, CGEM = Computable General Equilibrium Model, IOM = Input-Output Model 

* SSC = social security contributions, IT = income taxes. 
3 Effect on GDP and on employment sl~own as deviation from baseline scenario. 

Source: Infras 1996, Majocchi 1995, own investigations 
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Annex 5 Short description of rational planning techniques for the 
electricity and the gas sector 

A51 Introduction 

During the last years, an increasing number of utilities in several European countries, e.g., 
Denmark, France, Germany, Ireland, The Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, and Sweden, have 
discovered that their business can go beyond selling kilowatt-hours of electricity or gas. In a 
recent survey by VDEW, the association of German electric utilities, around 200 utilities from 
all levels (there are nine connected grid companies generating more than 80 % of all power, 
around 50 regional and about 800 municipal electricity distribution utilities in Germany; most of 
the municipal utilities offer also natural gas and sometimes district heat from cogeneration 
plants) answered that they offered over 500 demand-side management (DSM) programmes to 
their customers (VDEW 1996). 

Why do utilities engage on the demand side of the market to reduce electricity consumption and 
peak demand? There are two main reasons why utilities should do so: 

First, it is cheaper to conserve energy than to produce it. The reason for this is that "markets" fail 
to achieve the optimal mix of efficient end-use technology and energy supply. 

And second, the threat of catastrophic climate change imposes on industrialised countries the 
need to reduce their CO;! emissions by 80 to 90 % until the middle of the next century. In the 
short and medium term, saving fossil fuels by efficient end-use of energy can make the biggest 
contribution to this emissions reduction. 

Therefore, the most effective way to reduce environmental problems is also beneficial to the 
economy. 

Since 1980, new rational planning techniques for electric and gas utilities have been developed, 
and have increasingly been used in North America and Europe which aim to include the rational 
use of energy into the utilities' resource portfolio and strategic planning. These techniques are 
widely known as Integrated resource planning (IRP) or Least-cost planning (LCP), because they 
seek to integrate the least-cost options from both the supply side and the demand side into a 
utility's business plan3. 

Thus, the term "planning" does not imply that state authorities are to impose plans onto utilities. Instead, RPT are 
understood as an extension of traditional utility business planning to integrate new types of resources on the demand side 
("the business behind the meter") and from new, especially dispersed sources of generation (e.g., small-scale CHP and new 
renewables). The state, however, has to provide the framework which makes it legally and economically viable for utilities 
to include all types of resources into their business plan which have environmental and net economic benefits to society. 
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In the following, we will discuss the principle of Integrated resource planning, its use in strategic 
utility planning, and its economic implications for the utility and its customers. These issues will 
be clarified with the results of one of the most comprehensive I W  processes completed so far in 
Europe, the LCP case study which was prepared with co-funding from the EU’s SAVE 
programme for Stadtwerke Hannover, a German municipal utility serving about 300.000 
customers (Oko-Institute / Wuppertal Institute 1995). 

A5.2 The IRP principle 

Integrated resource planning can be used by electric as well as gas utilities, but for reasons of 
simplicity we first concentrate on the electricity sector. The question, if RPT are applicable in 
the same way to both electricity and gas, will be discussed at the end of this chapter. The main 
differences between IRP and traditional utility planning are: 

Energy services (e.g., properly lit and heated rooms, “hot pizza and cold beer”), not energy 
(i.e., kwh) have to be provided with as little damage to health and environment and as cheap 
as possible. Energy is no longer the end product, but only an intermediate product. This may 
include new, dispersed generation from small-scale cogeneration and renewables, but the 
most important new idea within the concept of energy services is that 
Utilities engage to reduce energy consumption whenever this is cheaper than providing 
additional energy (“demand-side management”, “the business behind the meter”). Ideally, 
the utility integrates suppliers of energy-efficient end-use technology and an appropriate 
form of energy supply into an efficient energy service package offered to the customer. 
The level playing field between demand-side and supply-side resources means that both 
options should be analysed using the same economic methodology and parameters, 
especially regarding pay-back times and interest rates. 

The first step in identifying the demand-side energy efficiency potential is to examine in detail 
the actual end-use consumption as well as the technical possibilities and extra costs for reducing 
this consumption through more efficient end-use technology. In the Hanover example, this was 
done for 10 electric end-uses each in the residential, commercial/public, and industrial sectors; 
both end-use energy efficiency and fuel substitution technologies were examined. Fuel 
efficiency options for 5 end-uses were also analysed. The results are expressed as savings 
potential (in GWWyear) relative to a ”business-as-usual” technology, and as the cost of 
conserved energy (in Pfkwh). The following table summarises the results. 
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Table A5-1: Economic potential for energy savings in Stadtwerke Hannover’s electricity service area. 

1 Energy 

Reduction Consumption in Reduction Consumption in Sector 

Gas, Oil, District Heat, Coal Electricity 

1991 ( G M )  potential 1991 ( G M )  potential 

Industry 
28 % 3.312 35 % 1.134 CommercePubli 

19 % 2.93 1 30 % 1.118 

C 

Residential I 775 I 3.931 I 
Total 34 Y O  10.174 28 % 3.027 

About one third of all end-use energy consumed in Hanover could be conserved (cf. Table A5-1) 
at lower costs than the long-run marginal costs of electricity supply (including avoided fixed and 
variable costs of generation, avoided losses, and avoidable costs of electricity transport, 
distribution, and sale), which are between 0,07 and 0,086 ECUkWh (1 3 and 16 PfkWh) without 
externalities for the Hanover case, respectively at costs lower than the marginal costs of non- 
electricity fuel supply which are between 0,005 and 0,022 ECUkWh (1 to 4 PfkWh). 

Why do customers not realise these enormous cost-effective savings potentials on their own? 
Because there are a large number of market barriers and failures on the demand side (See 
Annex 3). Among the most important of these are lack of knowledge, the “pay-back gap”, 
differing economic perspectives of building owners and users, economic disincentives to 
suppliers of end-use technologies, and tight budgets especially for public entities. 

These market barriers and imperfections are the reason why utilities should engage to realise the 
cost-effective energy saving potentials. Especially the pay-back gap makes it necessary to create 
a level playing field between supply side and demand side through IRP. 

A53 IRP as an instrument of strategic utility planning 

As shown in the previous section, the existence of cost-effective energy efficiency potentials is 
the reason and the starting point for making IRP an instrument of strategic utility planning. 
Whenever end-use energy efficiency is cheaper than production and supply of end-use energy, it 
should be made use of as a resource (“NEGAWatt”). Utilities should encourage and support 
consumers to use energy-efficient end-use technologies in order to achieve lower overall costs of 
energy services. By doing so, utilities should try to achieve quantitative targets of conserved 
energy and capacity, which are determined through a cost-benefit analysis during an IRP 
process. This means going beyond the general information and advice utilities have been giving 
to their customers, e.g. through customer advice centres. 

There are five ways to deliver such targeted support in DSM activities and programmes targeting 
specific customer sectors and end-use technologies: 

1. Consulting. By giving energy-audits at the customer’s premises free of charge or at a low 
fee, utilities can help customers detect cost-effective energy efficiency potentials. This can 
also be done by consultants which are paid for by the utilities. Danish utilities have 
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conducted or paid more than 4.000 audits in industrial and commercial companies, and 
public institutions during the last years. On average, about 10 % savings potential with an 
average pay-back of two years have been detected, of which 45 % have been implemented 
by customers (Elser 1994, ELSAM 1994). 
The rate of implementation of energy efficiency measures detected during an audit may be 
increased if a rebate on the investment is offered together with the audit. This may be a 
fixed amount for standard devices like high-frequency ballasts. Such fixed rebates are also 
very common among German utilities for electric household appliances. RWE Energie, the 
largest German utility, paid one million rebates of 100 DM each for efficient refrigerators, 
freezers, dish-washers, and washing machines between 1992 and 1995. The programme 
saved 450 GWh of electricity; the costs to society were below the long-run marginal costs of 
electricity supply (Wuppertal -Institute / BEM 1995, Thomas 1995). For larger investments in 
individual technical solutions, a rebate based on the predicted yearly savings is appropriate, 
e.g. the “customized rebate” programme by the largest Californian utility Pacific Gas & 
Electric. 
With direct installation or free give-away programmes, utilities offer comparatively cheap 
devices like compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs) or low-flow shower heads to their customers 
for free. These programmes can be very effective, reaching high participation rates, and also 
often rather cheap. Many European utilities have offered CFLs free to their residential, and 
sometimes small commercial customers (Mills 1991). One example is the programme 
Stadtwerke Saarbriicken, a municipal utility serving 100.000 customers, implemented in 
1994. More than 50 YO of the residential customers came to the advice centre of the utility to 
get their free lamp. About 2 million kWh were saved cost-effectively to the utility and the 
society. This success was possible because the offer of the free lamp was combined with an 
advertising campaign making people familiar with CFLs. Utilities in the USA are also 
offering such free services to small commercial customers. 
An even bigger financial engagement is required with third-party financing. On the other 
hand, third-party financing allows the utility to recover its expenditures directly from the 
individual customer via bilateral contracts, while expenditures for other types of programmes 
with audits andor financial incentives have to be recovered through rates from all customers. 
Many European utilities are examining ways to expand their business to the demand side and 
introduce energy-efficient services through third-party financing, and there are now a lot of 
pilot schemes under way. 
An even more innovative and market-oriented possibility to include also large customers and 
private energy service companies into the efforts to realise cost-effective electricity savings 
is demand-side bidding. In DSM bidding schemes, the utility publishes the need for saved 
capacity and electricity and asks for offers. Large industrial customers or consultants who 
have the technical skills to develop projects for electricity efficiency can offer these projects 
to the utility and ask for a certain payment per certified kW of kWh from the utility. The 
utility chooses from the projects up to a certain limit of capacity or a certain price cap and 
makes contracts with the successful bidders to provide and proof the savings. DSM bidding 
has become increasingly common in the USA during the last years (Goldman/Kito 1994) but 
has not yet been tried in Europe. 

Not every activity connected with DSM programmes of these type has to be carried out by the 
utility itself. The utility will probably have neither the capability nor the capacity to perform a 
large number of energy audits on all technical details of efficient electric end-use technology. 
The utility, however, should provide the financial and organisational framework, thus creating an 
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opportunity and a market for engineering consultants, technical contractors, and customers to 
cany out more energy efficiency measures than they would do without DSM programmes. 

A5.4 IRP and economic incentives 

Nine DSM programmes for all customer classes were examined for Stadtwerke Hannover. By 
implementing these nine programmes, Stadtwerke Hannover can reduce consumption by 200 
million kWh per year and achieve a net benefit to their customers of about 5,5 million ECU 
(about 10 million DM) per year. These higher incomes, in turn, may generate higher 
consumption of all kinds of goods. Higher consumption will lead to better employment, which is 
also spurred directly by higher investment in energy-efficient equipment due to the programmes. 

Simultaneously, emissions will be reduced, and an additional benefit from avoided externality 
costs will be created. This externality benefit is calculated to about 3,5 million ECU (about 6 
million DM) per year using the data from the GEMIS model (Oko-Institute / GhK 1995). 

However, if electricity rates and prices remain constant relative to the situation without the nine 
DSM programmes, these net benefits will be distributed rather unevenly between the utility and 
its customers. There is a cumulated net macroeconomic benefit over the useful life of the 
technologies of 83 million ECU (1 54 million DM), but Stadtwerke Hannover will loose 13 1 
million ECU (242 million DM) spread over this 15 year-period. The reason for this is lost 
revenues, because energy savings due to the nine DSM programmes are reduced kWh sales for 
the utility. The participating customers are the big winners, gaining 254 million ECU (470 
million DM) from rebates plus bill reductions due to reduced electricity consumption. 

Thus, at constant prices the disincentive to the utility due to the loss of 13 1 million ECU is very 
high. Therefore, the utility should be allowed to raise its rates in order to recover DSM 
programmes costs just like costs for new power plants or transmission lines. Furthermore, the 
utility should be compensated for the difference between lost revenues and avoided marginal 
supply costs. And third, a moderate incentive for the utility to prefer DSM over expansion of 
supply is justified by the macroeconomic benefit of DSM. The regulatory authorities in Lower 
Saxony, which are responsible for regulating Stadtwerke Hannover, have said they will act in 
favour of such price increases if they are justified by cost-effective programmes. 

Therefore, a specific feature of most cost-effective DSM programmes aiming at strategic 
reduction of electricity demand (km), not only capacity demand (kW), is that they lower total 
resource costs but raise rates. This is because costs decrease but sales decrease, too. Therefore, 
lower costs have to spread over fewer kWh, which normally leads to an increase in the price per 
kWh because costs decrease less than sales. 

For the Hanover example, the examined price increases vary between 0,003 and 0,011 
ECUkWh (0,5 to 2,O PfkWh) after ten years, compared to a situation without DSM. These 
increases are in most cases below the price decrease which occurred in 1996 in Germany due to 
the end of the national coal subsidy scheme. 

Still, a rate increase due to DSM programmes causes a distributional effect between programme 
participants and non-participants. This should not be an argument against implementing DSM 
programmes. Rather, they should be designed in a way that allows all customers to participate in 
one part of a programme or another, e.g. through addressing a variety of technologies and end- 
uses, carrying on programmes long enough for every customer to have the opportunity to 
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participate when a new appliance has to be bought anyway, and offering programmes for all 
customer groups. 

It should be noted, however, that any costs for expanding electricity supply can also generate 
distributional effects between those customer groups which caused the expansion and those 
which did not or less than others. 

However, it should be kept in mind that even after a possible rate increase, the bill of all 
customers for the energy services they require will be reduced by more than 80 million ECU 
(150 million DM) spread over the next 15 years in the Hanover case. Therefore, the measure of 
economic effkiency changes with the introduction of RPT: it is no longer the price per 
kWh, but the total costs for energy services. For the first time, the fact that there is 
competition between efficiency improvements on the demand side and the supply side is 
recognised correctly by WT. RPT, in fact, aim to reduce existing market barriers for this 
competition between energy on one side, and know-how and capital for more energy efficiency 
on the other. 

A5.5 Is vertical integration necessary for RPT? 

It is not necessary for a utility to be vertically integrated in order for it to benefit fiom DSM or 
from IRP. Under the appropriate regulatory conditions, an electricity distributiodsupply 
company can benefit from DSM in the same way a vertically integrated utility can. A 
distributiodsupply company can replace electricity purchases with low-cost DSM in precisely 
the same way a vertically integrated utility can use DSM to replace energy and capacity fiom its 
own power plants. Some of the planning policies and practices may be different for the two types 
of utilities, but the general approach is the same. 

With vertical unbundling it will still be possible to secure a direct feedback between the 
application of RPT through distributiodsupply companies and the capacity planning on the 
supply-side. All that is needed is a joint capacity plan on a national andor regional level which 
gives due consideration to both demand-side energy efficiency as well as CHP and renewables4. 
This joint plan needs not necessarily be performed by a public authority; it could also be in the 
responsibility of a co-operative group of utilities which would preferably include public 
authorities. In any case, it should follow RPT principles. Such a joint approach will be easier to 
implement, if a tendering system for new capacity is chosen than with an authorisation system. 

A5.6 Experiences with RPT in selected countries 

A5.6.1 The USA and Canada 

From the large history of experiences with RPT in the USA and Canada, only a few highlights 
shall be presented: 

Such a joint oversight over capacity investments will be necessary at least for a transition period until full competition on 
the generation side will be established, and it will be the more necessary, the less vertically unbundled utilities are. 
Generation competition without full vertical unbundling and without a joint capacity planning would probably result in 
more concentration instead of more competition, since existing generators could simply keep newcomers off the market 
with cross-subsidies from their existing to new capacity. It remains to be seen, however, if full generation competition can 
secure the desired feedback between demand-side and capacity development through market forces alone in the long run. 
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Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E), the biggest private electric utility in the USA, has closed 
down its power plant planning department in 1993. PG&E expects to avoid through energy 
efficiency programmes three quarters of the increase in demand which was forecast until 
2010. The remaining quarter is to be purchased from independent producers, mostly CHP 
and renewables. 
Sacrament0 Municipal District (SMUD), a large municipal utility in California, plans to 
reduce electricity consumption by around 10 % until 2000 (Leprich 1994), and C02 
emissions by 30 % until 2005 (Mansueti 1995). SMUD spends more than 5 % of its revenue 
on cost-effective energy efficiency programmes. 
For the USA on average, the Electric Power Research Institute.(EPRI), an institute supported 
by the electricity supply industry, expects a reduction of 4 % in electricity demand compared 
to a "business-as-usual" scenario through RPT-related energy efficiency programmes. 

A5.6.2 Denmark, The Netherlands, and Germany 

A few examples of RPT practice and energy efficiency programmes have already been given in 
section A5.3. In the following, we want to present a more comprehensive perspective on three 
selected countries. This does not mean that there have not been experiences with RPT in other 
countries. In fact, most European countries have gathered experiences with RPT andor energy 
efficiency programmes, quite often with support from the EU SAVE programme. The Spanish 
utilities, for example, have recently also implemented a set of DSM programmes for all customer 
sectors nation-wide. 

Among those utilities which have undertaken RPT efforts with support from the EU SAVE 
programme, three quarters are in favour of the planned RPT directive (ACE 1996, see European 
Parliament 1996, Annex 5). 

Denmark 

The Danish electric utilities have performed energy audits for commercial, public, and industrial 
customers since 1986 (See Section A5.3). More recently, they have implemented a variety of 
programmes to introduce energy-saving compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs) in the residential 
sector (Mills 1991), as well as rebate programmes for efficient refrigerators and freezers 
(Pedersen 1993). During the last years, the Danish electric utilities have performed one of the 
most comprehensive IRP studies in Europe, expecting to reduce electricity demand by 6 to 8 YO 
until 2005, with the potential to achieve more than 10 % if a C02 constraint should be necessary 
(ELSAM 1994). 

Denmark has an IRP legislation since 1995, which is very similar to the proposed EU directive 
on WT. 

The Netherlands 

Another country with advanced experiences in RPT and energy efficiency programmes is the 
Netherlands. RPT are implemented there in the context of the national energy plan to increase 
energy efficiency and reduce emissions, and the Dutch electricity sector has also performed a 
comprehensive RPT study (SEP/Ijsselmij 1994). Dutch utilities implement a lot of energy 
efficiency programmes, e.g. for efficient lighting and refrigeration in all sectors. They are 
allowed to raise prices for funding DSM programmes as long as the do not exceed a certain 
ceiling price (Zijlstra 1995) 
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Germany 

The increasing number of utilities doing some form of energy efficiency programmes or another 
has already been mentioned in section A5.1. Many of these programmes have been rebate 
programmes for efficient residential appliances or CFLs (VDEW 1994). More recently, more 
interest has developed among German utilities to utilise the larger and easier-to-realise energy 
efficiency potentials in the commercial, public, and industrial sectors, especially through third- 
party financing schemes. 

However, a more decisive position of German regulation authorities to give incentives to utilities 
which implement energy efficiency programmes in an RPT framework will be needed. to spur a 
widespread application of RPT and DSM. Recently, German price regulators have declared to 
act in this sense. However, price regulation taps only residential and small commercial 
customers in Gemany, so a similar position from anti-trust authorities regulating prices for the 
large customers is still missing. The potential benefits for Germany would be tremendous: 

Extending the nine DSM programmes which were developed for Hanover to the whole area of 
the Federal Republic of Germany and to all possible technologies and customer classes, the 
German electric system's load could be reduced by up to 18.000 MW, equivalent to about 15 % 
of the installed capacity or 25 % of the maximum peak load in Germany. Of this load reduction, 
about 6.000 MW are base load, 9.000 MW daytime load, and 3.000 MW peak load. Moreover, 
the net benefit to society would be about 5,5 billion ECU (1 0 billion DM) per year, of which one 
third would be avoided externality costs (Wuppertal Institute / Oko-Institute 1994). 

A5.6.3 RPT in electricity markets with disintegration of distribution and supply: the 
example of England and Wales 

Where the functions of distribution and supply are separated, the suppliers will not be interested 
to increase rates even for very cost-effective energy efficiency programmes, because they will be 
afraid to loose customers to "cheaper" suppliers. Distribution utilities, on the other side, will 
have no direct contact to customers. One possibility to introduce RPT and energy efficiency 
programmes in such a system is to create an independent body, like the Energy Savings Trust 
(EST) in England and Wales, which can raise levies on distribution prices to finance energy 
efficiency programmes. 

The EST has been founded as a non-profit organisation in November 1992 by the British 
Government, the gas supplier British Gas, and the 12 regional electricity distribution companies 
of England and Wales, as well as the two Scottish electric utilities (BorchersLeprich 1995). 

It is the proclaimed goal of the Trust to contribute about 25% (2,5 million tonnes) to the CO, 
stabilisation goal which the British Government fixed at 10 million tonnes until the year 2000. 
This contribution is mainly to be achieved through the conception and implementation of 
national energy efficiency programmes in private households, small businesses and public 
facilities. 

The fulfilment of the EST'S tasks depends on its financial situation. At the moment it does not 
seem possible to realise the planned programmes until the year 2000, because neither the 
surcharges on electricity tariffs nor on gas prices are secured to a sufficient amount. If the British 
Government does not support either financially or by urging OFGAS to act accordingly, the self- 
set CO2 stabilisation goal until the year 2000 will be seriously endangered. 
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For those customers with an electricity demand below 100 kW which not yet can choose their 
supplier, OFFER, the regulation authority, has issued an obligation to the distribution utilities to 
perform energy efficiency programmes. The target for reducing electricity consumption through 
these programmes is, however, rather limited: The distribution companies are obliged to save a 
mere 5675 GWh. This corresponds to 0,13% of Great Britain's electricity consumption. 

There are a few examples where distribution companies in England and Wales have performed 
aggressive energy efficiency programmes. However, these examples are limited to - rather rare - 
cases where the distribution utility can avoid extraordinarily high costs for upgrading its 
distribution facilities (e.g., Manweb's "Holyhead Powersave" programme; Walker 1995) 

Hence, it may be concluded that it is by far more difficult to introduce RPT in a system where 
there is a strong incentive for supply companies to sell more kWh to increase profits, like it is the 
case with unbundling of distribution and supply, than in a system where both functions remain 
integrated, and the existing price regulation is restructured to give economic incentives to 
distributiodsupply utilities to perform RPT themselves. 

A5.6.4 Conclusions 

The experience so far with the EST in England and Wales is far less encouraging than the 
experience with RPT in countries like the USA, Denmark, The Netherlands, or Germany, where 
there exist forms of closed service territories (i.e., all or most end-use customers cannot choose 
their suppliers): While the EST even has difficulties funding energy efficiency programmes to 
reduce C02 emissions from the electricity and gas sectors by only 1 % until the year 2000, 
estimates for the reductions to be achieved through energy efficiency programmes in the context 
of RPT for the above-mentioned countries are in the range of 4 to 6 % on average, and 10 % or 
more for comprehensive schemes from the most advanced utilities. 

These experiences support the EC's statement in the explanatory memorandum to the proposed 
RPT directive, that "aggressive demand-side management programmes could lead to overall 
electricity savings in the region of 10-20%. Such a level of savings would have the following 
consequences: 

a reduction of 4-8% of present consumption in primary energy consumption. This could lead 
to savings of 10-20 billion ECU" (per year, remark by the authors) "in fossil fuel imports. 
an avoided electricity capacity of 40.000-80.000 MW, which would lead to a capital 
investment saving of 80-160 billion ECU (assuming an average capital cost of 2.000 
ECUkW for generation, transmission and distribution). 
a substantial reduction in the quantity of pollutant emissions, in particular a reduction of over 
100 million tons of C02. The actual level of C02 savings is dependent upon the avoided 
generation mix." 

A5.7 Applicability of RPT to the gas sector 

RPT are in principle applicable in the same way to the gas distributiodsupply industry as to the 
electricity distributiodsupply sector. Just as an electricity distributiodsupply utility can 
optirnise the total costs for the energy services required by its customers against the purchase of 
power from the transmission grid, a gas distributiodsupply utility can optimise against the 
purchase of gas. 
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Hence, rather than between the electricity and the gas sector, the difference is between gas 
systems with integration or disintegration of distributiodsupply, and between regulatory systems 
with price regulation or just common competition rules like an anti-trust regulation for gas 
distributiodsupply utilities. 

However, even in systems with price regulation gas is under price pressure from oil, so that the 
possibilities for rate-financed energy efficiency programmes are somewhat more limited 
compared to the electricity sector. On the other hand, rate-financed energy efficiency incentive 
programmes can help gas utilities achieve a better image and attractiveness to customers for gas 
than its competitors. This may lead to an increased market share at the expense of oil or 
electricity, thereby increasing revenues and profits, and avoiding the need to increase prices. 

Energy efficiency programmes and energy services offered by gas distributiodsupply utilities 
might include: 

selling useful heat produced efficiently from, e.g., condensing boilers, combined heat and 
power, and solar thermal collectors, instead of just selling gas; 
offering information and rebates for, e.g., condensing boilers or for switching water heating 
from electricity to gas andor solar thermal collectors; 
instead of just offering rebates for connection to gas, which is very common, utilities might 
couple these rebates to investments by potential customers in thermal insulation, solar 
thermal collectors for water heating, or other energy-efficiency investments in their buildings 
and premises. This will reduce the sales volume to the individual new customer but may 
increase the number of new customers; 
offering energy audits and third-party financing schemes to commercial, public, and 
industrial customers to improve end-use efficiency. 
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